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CUAPTER I 
THE G~N£RAL DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP INSDRANC& 
Since dawn~ light first shone upon the cave man. he 
ln his crude way, searched for security for himself and 
others who lived la bis cave. While technological progress 
hnd revolutionized the method of seeking waya to make such 
provisions, the desire tor the same baa continued as the 
ultimate goal ot the head ot the !amily unit. 
Tbrougb 0edieval times and on up to the industrial 
revolution, land and its improveme~ts passed from father to 
son as the major asset of a security nature. When the father 
died. property passed on, discharging bis responsibility to 
his family unit. People worked the land, made improvements 
on it and passed it on to the next generation. People were 
of two classes - those who owned the land and those attaeh~d 
to it in a servile capacity. This then was a crude form ot 
group insurance, because if the owner died. property paased to 
bis heirs; if the servant died. the family usually stayed on 
the land rendering services to the owner in return for some 
form of provisions for their subsistence. 
With the coming of the industrial revolution this pic-
ture changed. Hen and their families moved to towns and 
cities and became separated trom the land. Then other 
property values came into existence. Among these was the 
ability ot a san to perform a day's workr to produce a commodity 
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which could be exchanged !or money paid to bis employer, out 
of which bis employer paid him a wage to provide tbe necessi-
ties for himself and tacily members. 
Probably the most important socio-economic result ol 
the indGstrial revolution was tbe detachment of the average 
man from land. making him a wage earner. Tben, unlike tbe 
passing of land at death, his property values represented 
by wages ceased upon death; while subsistence for his family 
had to be provided by some source of incoQe. Regardless of 
personal feeling~ then as now. production m~st be maintained 
if wages are to continue. On tbis basis, the employer then 
as now, had to hire another man to do tho JOb of the de-
ceased and could not continue to pay bis family in the ab-
sence of prod"ctivity. Therefore, many emplo7ers, who felt 
a moral obligation to the family of a deceased employee, re-
sulted to "hat passing". This consisted of what be could 
take out of current Income in one lamp sum and the contri-
butions received by passing the hat among the other employees. 
This aum was to provide the widow with enough money to bury 
the man and tide her over until she could find some gainful 
employment or return to a rural environment with her 
children. 
In 1759, the first life insurance company in the 
United States, "The Corporation For Relief of Poor and Dis-
tressed Presbyterian Ministers and Poor and Distressed 
Widows and Children ot Presbyterian Ministers" was 
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established in Philadelphia by tho Synod of the Presbyterian 
1 Church. With the establishment ot the first inshranee 
company, an ordinary citizen without property rights or much 
hope of establishing ample savings to provide for his s~r­
Yivors in the event of premature death could now deposit a 
small amount o! money, with a fixed time tor payment and with 
a definite contractual consideration that in return tor this 
deposit premium. money would be available to accomplish the 
rearing ot bis children and to make provisions for his widow. 
The founding of this corporation initiated the life insurance 
business ln the United States and other companies were formed. 
The two life insurance 1ndu$try developments of in-
terest were the formation or mutual lite insurance companies 
and stock lite insurance companies. The ~utual company would 
assess a member an amount of preminm felt to be adequate tor 
all risks involved. with the provisions that it losses were 
excessive, they had the right o! additional assessment. ll 
on the other hand losses were lower than the expectations, 
members had a right to share in the surplus in the form of 
dividends. Of tbe early mMtual insurance companies. many 
failed because premiums charged were too low and assessments 
were not willingly paid. As a side light. mutual policies 
1. This Company. now Presbyterian Ministers' Fund, ls the 
oldest life insurance eompany in continued existence is 
tbe world. Institute ot Life Insurance. 1252 Lite 
lnsut1nce Fact ~opk (486 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.>, 
Paga 115. 
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underwritten today make a premium charge which they feel will 
be more than adequate to underwrite a given risk and offer a 
dividend formula to return surplus money over requirements to 
cover underwriting losses. Stock li!e insurance companies were 
formed by men who pooled their assets to make provisions to pay 
death claims and make a profit. The stock companies charged a 
premium which they felt was adequate to cover losses and make 
such a profit, but it losses were excessive, they had to make 
them good without assessment against policy holders. Today, 
stock companies charge an initial premium, lower than the ini-
tial mutual company premium, but this premium is a fixed one 
I 
without dividend formulas. Up until the period just prior to 
the Civil War, both types of companies had a limited market be-
cause people could not see the value of contracted policies to 
pay a sum certain at a future time - the day of their death. In 
1865, with the end of the War and the resulting economic chaos, 
both mutual and stock companies through merger, reorganization and 
new organization began to take their present form. lost of the 
giants of the insurance industry today started between 1850 and 1900. 2 
2. The ten leading life insurance companies (1959), based on 
total insurance in force, and their incorporation dates 
are: Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 1868; Prudential Life Ins. 
Co., 1873; Equitable Life Assurance Society of U.S., 1859; 
Travelers Ins. Co., 1863; John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co., 
1662; Aetna Life Ins. Co., 1850; New York Life Ins. Co,, 
1845; Connecticut General Life Ins. Co., 1865: Northwestern 
Mutual Life Ins. Co., 1857; Lincoln National Life Ins. Co., 
1905. Source: The National Underwriter (insurance trade journal), 420 E. 4th Street, Cincinnati 2, Ohio. 
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During this period, life insurance sales took the form of 
the industriul debit nature whereby a man would take an 
amnunt of maybe $500 to $1,000 on which he paid a weekly 
premi~m to an insurance collector. With the turn of the 
century, many econoaic and social changes began to take 
place. The prosent income tax system had its inception in 
1913. This tax, with its modest beginning, today represents 
a major factor in the real incoNc that the e1t1zena ot this 
country have available to them, and hos seriously curtailed 
the hopes and acbltions of u man to be able to ley aside, 
out of current income, enough money to make future provisions 
for his family in event ot bis preaature death. A major con-
sequence of this tax situation has been its impact on the 
life insurance industry due to social legislation by the 
federal uovernaent in making it possible for a firm to deduct 
from its taxable income that amount put into employee benefit 
plans of which group life insurance is the major item. This 
money. passing tax free to the beneficiary at the time of 
death of an employee. does aake provisions for the creation 
of modest estates where there might have been none end pro-
vides a basis and incentive !or an employee to purchase 
additional insurance for a more substantial estate. 
About the same tlmo that the income tax was begun. 
Montgomery Ward and Company in 1911 began negotiations 
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to effect an agreement between Montgomery Ward and Company 
and The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States 
for a master policy to be issued to Montgomery Ward covering 
the lives of its 2,912 employees for almost $6,000,000 of 
insurance without evidence of insurability. 3 
As a result of the underwriting success of The Equit-
able Life Assurance Society coupled with the pioneering 
spirit of other major insurance carriers of the time entering 
the field, group life insurance got underway and by the close 
of World War II, the group concept of merchandizing life 
insurance had become a reality. 4 
With the close of World War II, master policies of 
group life insurance gradually climbed in numbers of groups 
insured, but with only nominal amounts on the individuals 
within the !irm and did not represent any real ledger statement 
3. "During the Negotiations of the Montgomery Ward case, ex-
tending from 1910 to 1912, one of the directors ot the 
Equitable Life Assur.ance Society became interested in the 
possibilities of the group life method and decided to pur-
chase such a policy for the employees of a small manu-
facturing firm he owned. This policy, issued by the 
Equitable Life Assurance Society to insure the employees 
of the Pantasote Leather Company of Passaic, New Jersey, 
became effective in June, 1911, and was thh !irst policy 
written as group life insurance." Group Life Insurance, 
Davis W. Gregg, Ph.D., C.L.U., (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 
Homewood, Illinois, 1957), P. 6. 
4. By 1918 there was $630,000,000 volume ot group life 
insurance in force (2,000 master policies - 750,000 
certificates); by 1945 there was $22,172,000,000 volume 
of group life insurance in force (31,000 master policies -
11,500,000 certificates). Ibid., pp 10-11. 
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costs. During this period, labor union strategy promulgated 
mainly by the A.F. of L. and the c.1.0. was being developed 
to include bargaining tor more than just take home pay. 
HEALTH INSURANCE - An interesting development in the 
form of employee benefits took place in 1927. Doctors and 
hospitals were beginning to feel the pressure for so~e 
corrective action where patients were being treated by 
physicians and confined in the hospitals witb apparent ability 
to pay in most instances and inability to pay in some instances. 
Doctors and hospitals were faced with the grim reality that 
medical services and tacilitiea were no different from other 
business enterprizes in that the7 also required a proper 
relation of income to outgo it they were to continue render-
ing their necessary services. Blue Cross-Blue Shield had 
its conception by the tact that these people who could pay. 
based on earnings, but who had no money at the time, would 
be willing to prepay the cost ot hospital-medical services 
ona~monthly installment basis in return for a guaranteed 
contractMal obligation on the part of a Blue C:r-oss-Blue Shield 
plan to pay specified amounts offsetting the costs of these 
services at the time they were rendered. During the depress-
ion years this proved to be a very satisfactory arrangement 
for the physician, tbe hospital and the patient and enrollment 
was on tbe upturn. 
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With the success of tbe Yarious Blue Cross-Blue 
Shield organizations which operated as separate corporate 
entities, usually with a separate plan covering each state 
and none ·giving nationwide coverage, the major lite insurance 
companies as well as the casualty companies, entered the 
field in competition witb them. 
Going into World War 11, with tbe pre-war economy, 
employee fringe benefits were a small part of most of the 
nation's employment programs. 5 With the United States 
entering the war, the loderal government made provisions 
to indemnify the beneficiary named by the serviceman ln the 
amount of $10,000 11 his death occur,-ed while he was ln 
service. 
At the cessation of hostilities and the return ol 
servicemen to their former status. wage sta~lization 
effected during the war was still in existence.6 Employers 
aware that they could not increase wages above specified 
limit& and further recognizing that surplus pro!its were 
being paid out in the form of corporate taxes to tbe govern-
ment, realized that even though they could not increase wages, 
5. According to a survey ol fringe benefit payments made by 
the u. s. Chamber of Commerce in 1957 fringe benefits 
increased from less than 10% of payroll in 1942 to 23.7% 
in 1957 ($961 per 7ear per employee). Chamber of Commerce 
ot the United States, Fringe Bene(ita 195~. Washington o. 
D. C., 14150. 
6. E£tecttye dat~s ot wage sta.~llization were 1942 to 1947 
and 195 to 1953. 
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fringe benefits could be instituted to include group life 
insurance, medical care program~ monthly income plans to 
cover loss of tirae from accident and sickness and pension 
programs utilizing surplus corporate income dollars to 
make provisions for "their ownft. In the decade which 
followed. the agitation by the unions' demanding fringe 
benefits and managements' agreement, fringe benefits in 
the form of insured plans purcbased on a group basis flourished 
and more group inaQrance was written in that decade than in 
all previous time (see Table I). Today, the employee 
benefit program does represent a real dollar and cents value 
on the corporate ledger and a substantial pocket book savings 
to the individual employee. realizing that comparable bene-
fits without such a program would bavo to be purchased on 
an individual basis with pre-taxed dollars (see Exhibit I). 
Year 
1912 
1915 
1920 
1925 
1930 
1935 
No. of 
Master 
Policies 
• 
.3 
6 
12 
19 
18 
TABLE 1 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE 
IN TflH UNinID STATES 
(000 Omitted) 
No. of No. of 
Cert.ifl- Pilaster 
cates Amount 
' 
Year Pol ieics 
12 $ 13.000 1940 23 
120 100,000 1945 31 
1,600 1,570.000 1950 56 
3,200 4,247,000 1955 69 
5,600 9,801,000 1956 134 
6,400 10.200,000 
°'Less than 50 policies 
No. of 
Certifi-
cntes Amount 
6,600 $ 14,938,000 
11,500 22,112.000 
19,288 47,793,000 
31,640 101,300,000 
30,716 144,607,000 
. Source: Institute of Life Insurance, 1959 Li.to Insunnce Fact Boole (486Madtsoa 
Ave., New York 22, N. Y. ), p. 31. Totals for "In the United 
States" represent all lite insurance (exclUding reinsurance 
Qcquired) on residents of the United St.ates. whether issued by 
U.S. or foreign companies. Figures exclude credit lite insurance. 
EXHmIT I 
GROUP INSURANCE BENEFIT PLANS PURCHASED BY EMPLOYER 
vs 
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C(JIPARABLE BENEFITS PURCHASED BY INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE 
FEDERAL INC<Jm TAX CONSIDERATIONS 
Assumption: 
John Smith, age 30, employee of Apex Corporation earns $5,500 per year 
and has a wife and two children. Apex Corporation, which is in the 52% 
tax bracket, purchased the following benefits for John Smith under their 
employee benefit program with cost distribution as follows: 
Employee BenEfit Plan Individual Program 
Annual Firm Qnployee Employee Paid 
Cost fA!.!! Paid (Full Cost) 
Life Insurance, $5,500 
Group Term: $46.06 $46.06 
Individual 5 yr. term $ 38.00 
Accidental Death, $5,500 5.94 5.94 6.00 
WeelclI Acc. & Sick. Income 
($100 Per week) 
Group Plan - 1st day ecc.72.00 12.00 .. 
8th day sick. - 26 weeks 
per disability 
Individual Plan - 1st day 
acc. - 8th day sick. ~ 
Lifetime acc. • 2 yr. sick. 174.00 
Em~loiee Hosgi talization 
(Ample for area) 60.00 60.00 216.00 DeQendent Hos~italization 132.00 132.00 
Pension Plan (20% of 
salary) 279.00 279.00 279.00 
Annual Cost Distribution $595.00 $463.00 $132.00 $713.00 
Tax Factors on Employee Benefit Plan: 
All plan_s are u. s. Treasury Department approved. Finn is allowed 
to deduct full amount of its contribution as expense. 
Total Firm Contribution 
52% Tax Deduction 
Net Cost To Firm After Taxes 
Total Employee Contribution 
20% Tax on employee money 
Taxable Income Fmployee Needs 
$463.00 
240.76 
$222.24 
$132.00 33.oo 
$165.00 
EXHIBI~ I 
(continued) 
Tax Factor on Individual Plan 
Total cost of individual program 
Cost of group dep. hosp. coverage 
Additional cost of individual program 
Taxable income employee would need to cover 
additional cost of individual program 
52% tax deduction if firm would bear expense 
Net cost to firm when bearing this expense 
Net cost to firm when purchasing benefits 
Net savings to firm after taxes 
Additional cost realized by individual if 
purchasing program (Income needed) 
Value of benefits purchased by firm 
Non-taxable value received by employee resulting 
fr<a group insurance program 
Pay Out Provisions: 
Life Insurance 
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$713.00 
132.00 
$581.00 
$726.25 
377.65 
$348.60 
222.24 
$126.36 
$726.25 
463.00 
$263.25 
Either on employee benefit program or individual program proceeds 
pass tax free as income to beneficiary. Both would be includable 
for Federal Estate Tax purposes. 
Accidental Death 
Srune as above. 
Weekly Income For Accident or Sickness 
Amounts up to $100 weekly ere received tax free to the employee 
beginning with the 8th day disability or with the 1st day of 
hospital confinement, whichever ts earlier. This would be true 
under a formal or informal sick pay plan. 
Employee and Dependent Hospitalization Benefit 
These benefits are received tax free under either program provided 
the amount received does not exceed expenses incurred. 
Pension Plan Benefits 
Those benefits which are credited by the employee contribution are 
received tax free. Those benefits which are credited by employer 
contributions are taxable, however, those benefits will normally be 
low enough to meet the exemption requirement tor a man and wife 
age 65 and over under present tax structure, 
So tar, we have been discussing losses that occur from 
"casket deaths" and medical care. Another major area of 
employee fringe benefits today is accident and sickness month-
ly in~ome insurance. Accident and sickness benefits have 
helped in many instances to offset losses which have been 
described as a "living death" in the form of a temporary 
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accident or sickness or a total and permanent disability. 
To date. emphasis bas been placed on the temporar1 accident 
or sickness. providing benefits usually noi in excess of 
70% of a man's salary while actively employed tor a period 
of 13 weeks. 26 weeks, or 52 weeks. Tbe insurance industry 
is, however. through advertising media and actuarial calcu-
lation, making long strides to provide income within a group 
plan for an accident or sickness. where an employee is 
totally and permanently disabled, to provide income for lite. 7 
Today the government through provisions in its tax 
structure is encouraging the adoption or group accident and 
health plans providing tor either temporary or total dis-
ability by allowing corporate tax deductions. as a business 
expense on any money put into such plans and allowing the 
employee to reeelve up to $100 per week as non-reportable 
income tor personal tax purposes. 
SOMMAR! - With tbe growing development ot benefit 
plans in private industry spurred on by federal legislation 
and tbe government's progressive interest in social welfare, 
indications are for further growth in this area. There has 
been a definite trend as seen by the government's providing 
7. These are representative insurance companies which are 
making strides through their advertising media to educate 
tbe American group insurance buyer on the need for long 
term disability income to age 65 or life tor their em-
ployees. particularly their key employees: Continental 
Casualty Co •• Cbicago. 111.; American Casualty Co., 
Reading, Pa.; The Prudential Insurance Co. of America, 
Newark, N. J •. 
social security benefits at retirement through an additional 
tax on persons while they are actively engaged and the 
provision of group life insurance on federal employees. In 
addition, Congress passed a law in 1959 to provide accident 
and health benefits for government employees. 8 Also there 
ls proposed legislation now pending to provide medical care 
9 for old age recipients ot social security. More legislation 
can be expected to be torthco~ing. In su~sary, we have cone 
a long way since dawls light first shone upon the caYe man 
as he, in his crude way, searched for security for bimselt 
and others who lived in his cave and depended upon him. 
With the foregoing preamble, an attempt shall be made 
to develop a stud1 of \be probleas of a medium size, wide-
spread IDanutaeturing concern which, through acquisition and 
merger of several companies, is faced with in consolidation of 
insured employee benefit programs developed in each subsidiary. 
to arrive at a single employee benefit plan for that organi-
zation. taking into account the following object1Yes: 
l) Plan to be placed in a single caTrier. 
2) No employee to bave a lesser benefit, tbrougb 
consolidation, tban that which be previously 
enjoyed. 
8. Public Law 86-382, 86th Congress, s. 2162, September 28, 
1959. 
9. H. R. 4700, 06tb Congress, February 18. 1959. (The 
Forand Bill) 
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3) The company as a whole to benefit from better 
administration of the employee benefit plan 
at a lower net cost to the employer. 
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CUAPTER II 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE COIPAN! ANO ITS SOBSIDIARIES 
The Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Company was in-
corporated and Hollywood Kill was built in Richmond. Virginia 
in 1687. This mill, later added to and improved, was named 
!or nearby historic Hollywood Cemetery. It still operates, 
drawing water power !rom the Old James River and Kanawha 
Canal. This mill with tis 100 employees, manufactures 
prlncipall7 blottiag paper and high grade absorbent paper 
specialties which are shipped to all parts of tbe world. 
lt produces about 25 tons ot paper per day on en ao-incb-
trim Fourdrlnier paper machine. 
In 1919 the nearby Dixie Paper Mills, lnc., which bad 
started operations in 1914, was bought. Witb the subsequent 
addition of buildings and two paper machines -- 100-incb-trim 
and 120-inch-trim Fourdriniers -- it is today the Brown's 
Island Mill at the foot of South Seventh Street. Here are 
made various grades of kraft papers such as wrapping, sack, 
laminating, gumming, tirewraps, printed wrapping and colored 
kraft paper specialties of many kinds. Production by its 
250 employees is approximately 110 tons of paper per day, 
about 50 tons of which is in turn printed on the high speed 
Flexographie presses in this mill. 
!iverside Mill, across Tredegar Street from Hollywood 
Kill, was built in 1925. An 80-incb-trim Fourdrlnier maebine 
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was installed but was moved to Roanoke Rapids, North 
Carolina in 1947. This mill today houses a waterproof 
paper plant, started in 1943. Its 50 employees produce 
approximately 100 tons ot asphalt laminated, saturated, and 
waxed paper per day. This mill also houses a modern multi-
wall sack plant, which began operations in 1948 and now 
60 employees produce approximately 100,000 large cement, 
fertilizer, and other types of mQltiwall sacks daily. 
In 1~37 tbe Halifax Paper Company, Inc., in Roanoke 
Rapids, North Carolina, was purchased and became a wbolly 
owned operating division. This mill had started operation 
in 1907, and in 1909 was the first mill in the United States 
to make sulphate kraft pulp. The pulp mill tbere which 
makes kraft pulp from southern pine logs purchased in tbe 
region or cut on Company lands bas been gradually enlarged 
from 25 to 550 tons per day capacity and bas 750 employees. 
The original 90-inch Fourdrinier machine ls still 
operating which, with the machine moved from Richmond. pro-
duces 75 tons of kraft paper per day. Io 1952. • new paper 
mill was built housing a ~odern 230-lnch-trim bigb speed 
Fourdrinier machine producing more than 200 tons o! kraft 
paper per day. la 1959, a second 230-inch-trlm machine was 
added to the paper mill. 
Pulp from the pulp mill not used on the machines in 
~ 
Roanoke iaplds is used ia the Rlcbmond Mills, along with 
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special pulp bought from other companies. Tbe Company now 
owns or has long-term leases on approximatel7 200,000 acres 
ot timberlands. Company foresters supervise and plant thou-
sands of pine seedlings on these lands every year. The Com-
pany also assists local land owners in planting their land 
and in good forestry practices. Through a 2-way radio, tbe 
foresters keep in touch with the mills and help fight !ires 
in the surrounding woodlands. 
In 1955 the Raymond Bag Co~pany (now Raymond Bag 
Corporation) in Middletown, Ohio was purchased. Raymond 
was founded in Cincinnati in 1896 and was moved to Middle-
town in 1910. I& manufactures multiwall shipping sacks used 
in packaging agricultural and food products, building materials. 
chemicals. drugs, dyes and minerals. It produces about 
500,000 sacks per day with its approximately 350 employees. 
In 1957 Albemarle bought the Interstate Bag Company 
in Walden, New York. Its 175 e~ployees make about 400,000 
paper shopping bags witb patented paper handles da117., 
Founded in Newburgh, New York •. in 1906 where bags were made 
by hand, it moved to its present lotat1on in 1911--
The assets of the Tredegar Company in Richmond were 
acquired in 1957. This joined the Company•s properties at 
Brown's-Island and at Hollywood and Riverside Aills, The 
Tredegar Company was founded in 1636r It produced munitions 
for the Confederacy including tbe iron plate !or the 
"Merrimac". In recent years horseshoes~ railroad spikes and 
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naval gun abe.ls were its principal products. Ita operations 
were discontinued and, at present. tbe Albemarle ftasear~b 
Laboratories are housed ln the renovated office building. 
Various other uses are being made of tbe property, including 
plans for the future expansion ot the Richmond operations. 
Also acquired in 1957 was a block and one balf of 
property on Gambles Rill in Richmond which overlooks the 
entire river front ~111 property and will be used as the 
tuture site tor the Company's 125 general offiee e•ployees. 
In 1958 the James River Pulp Co~pany at Columbia, 
Virginia was purchased. It is a small mill whicb mates pulp 
by grinding pine logs with roillstonos. It bas a li~ited 
capacity and fewer than 20 employees. 
ln 1959 the Company acquired the Randolph Paper Box 
Corporation in Ricb~ond. This compan7, an outgrowth of the 
~andolph Paper Box Company. which uas founded in 1832. manu-
factures folding boxes tor the food. textile and tobacco 
industries with about 60 ei!ployees. 
ln August 1959. the Compan1 •cquired the Richmond 
Container Corporation ln Richmond. Tbis company was founded 
in 1954 end manutaetures various types of corrugated boxes and 
shipping containers. There are about 75 employees. 
The bag, box and waterproof operations use about 50~ 
of the paper we produce. The rest is sold aa wrapping paper 
or to other aaaufaeturers of high grade kraft paper products. 
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such as envelopes, bags. gummed tape. corrugated boxes. oil 
filters, gasket~. building and insulating papers. 
Today, including all organizations, there are about 
2,200 employees and the total payroll exceeds $10,000,000 
per year. Annual sales are over $38,000,000 with sales 
offices located in New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, Buffalo, Des Moines, Kansas City. Louisville, and 
Minneapolis; also Columbus, Charlotte, Detroit, Houston and 
St. Louis. It requires an average ot approximatelJ $17,000 
in present-day values of land, buildings, equipment, inven-
tories and otber assets to provida each job in tb& Companr. 
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CHAPTER III 
PRELIMINARY CONSIDEBATI<NS FOR CONSOLIDATION 
It is understandable that when a manataeturing tirm 
acquires another through merger or outrlgbt purchase, personnel 
in the acquired operation do not wish to lose their identity 
and the firm may wish to continue many ot its current 
policies and procedures. The parent compan1 usuallJ does not 
wish to disturb the status quo within the new subsidiar7 so 
long as there ts no conflict with their management policies. 
In those subsidiaries where the employees are represented by 
a union, a unilateral change in such things as emplo7ee 
benefit plans la practically impossible where benefits would 
be affected. Tbere!ore, the manufacturing company which this 
study covers shows a definite and distinct history of separate 
employee benefit planning tor each subsidiary before and after 
acquisition by the parent company. 
At tho outset ot this study it was readily found that 
eaeb firm had its own d1stinet philosophy in matters of in-
sured employee benefits. Each firm had different levels of 
benefits for life insurance, accident and sickness weekly 
lndemnitJ, and medical care programs. Eac~ firm had selected 
its own insurance carriers for different benefits. Some firms 
in tbe matter ~f medical care had deemed it best to enter 
into contracti with commercial carriers, whereas others had 
felt they would be better served ln the enrollment o! their 
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employees in the Blue Cross-Blue Shield plans. One firm had 
entered into a community hospital service contract with a 
hospital and staff physicians to render medical care for 
its employees and their dependents on a cost plus basis for 
normal medical care. This was supplemented with Blue Cross-
Blue Shield to provide care for services not available 
through the community plan. 
The industrial relations department of the parent 
company, charged with the administration of employee group 
benefit plans became somewhat disturbed as acquisition con-
tinued. It was apparent that continued growth of such plans 
with various carriers would breed inefficiencies in the over-
all employee benefit program. One source of dissatisfaction 
was the lack of knowledge of exactly what benefits were 
offered in each subsidiary at what gross and net costs. The 
industrial relations department was et a disadvantage, with-
out the compilation of this data, to determine which direc-
tion management should take toward standardizing the benefits 
on an overall company basis. 
At this point it was felt that it would be beneficial 
to engage the services of an outside consultant to prepare 
a preliminary survey to determine the feasibility of con-
solidating all insured programs under a single carrier with 
one master contract. The Ebasco Services Incorporated of 
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New York City prepared a stud1 wbicb included: 1) a brief 
review of the Plans ot the Company; 2) a detailed anal1s11 
ot tbe financial experience of the Plans since their incep-
tion: and 3) a recomQendation that all Plans be consolidated 
under one carrier.l 
After reviewing this report. tbe lnd"strial relations 
department felt tbat consolidatioa should be carried out and 
requested the servlce1 ot a local lasurance broker with the 
facilities to carry tbrougb the actbal mechanics ot consoli-
dation. The reason: for dealing with a local broker was 
obvious in tbat necessary services could be performed on a 
~ore personal contact basis. The industrial relations 
department worked in close cooperation with the broker, visit-
ing each plant location to obtain contract information and 
historical data and employee census data to furniab to group 
ins~rance carriers. information upon which the carriers ~ou.ld 
base their underwriting of the Plans as a single unit. 
At the time ohe analysis was undertaken each plant 
had.benefits insured with several different carriers as 
shonn in Exhibit I. 
1. "Cost Analysis of Group Insurance Program of Albemarle 
Paper Manufacturing Company and Subsidiary Companies•. 
Ebaseo SerYices lncorporat.ed,· Marcb. 1.959, (2 Rector 
Street. New York. New fork), passim. 
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&XHIBI'l I 
TB£ ALBEMARLE l1APER 14ANUFACTURING COMPANY SUBSIDlACUES' GROUP BENEFIT PLANS AND UESPECtlVE CARRIERS 
l.tfe 
!nsyraneq 
Albemarle Paper Mfg. Aetna 
Co. - Richmond, Ya. 
Halifax Paper Co.- Aetna 
Roanoke Raplds,N.C. 
lnterstato Dag Co.-
lalden, N. Y. 
iaodolpb Pape~ Box -
Richmond, Ya. 
Raymond Bag Co. -
Middletown, Ohio 
Richmond Container 
Corp.- Richmond, Ya. 
Seaboard Ilg. Corp.-
JUchmond, Va. 
Travelers 
Travelers 
Travelers 
(Contrlbu\or7 
& Non-Cont.rib.) 
New England 
ltut ual 
Aetna 
Accidental 
Dggth 
None 
None 
None 
Troavelera (Noa-
occupat ional) 
None 
New England 
Mutual (24 br. 
Coverage) 
N o'f.I( 
Accident 
ang Siekngss 
Liberty Mutual 
Aetna 
N. Y. D. B. L. 
A Va. Mfrs. Assn. 
Plan (Travelers) 
Aetna 
New England 
Mutual 
Li bert.y lut ual 
Hospita\iz1tton 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
Community Hospital Plan 
& Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield ~ 
TraYelers (Employees only) 
TraYelers 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
N.E. lutual (Comprebenaive 
lledital) 
Blue Cross-Blue ~bield 
NOTE: In addition, the Albemarle Paper lanufacturing Compaa1 carries Group Life Insurance 
tbrough tbe Virginia Manufacturers Association Group Lite Insurance Plan tor aember 
lirms (Travelers Polic7) on salaried employees in tbe various companies and this 
should be figured Into the total Group Lif& Insurance Plan on the basis of tbe 
schedule romatning the same. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF TUE PRESENT GROUP INSURANCE PLANS 
Incorporated within the following section is an 
anal1sis of the group insurance benefits showing unit and 
total costs and contract histories and ceasus data for each 
subsidiary in the company. Analysis of the group insurance 
plans are self explanatory. Benefit levels having been set 
up in the analysis, census data on each employee bad to be 
obtainod in order for insurance carriers to determine the 
rates at wbicb they would be willing to underwrite all 
pro9ram1 as a unit. Census data on 2,200 employees would 
be too bulky to include 1n thia paper, therefore. a sample 
census data shee&~for each subsidiary is presented to 
illusirate the information needed. 
It is essential that complete census data be obtained 
tor the tollowinv underwriting reasons: 
name or Emplo1ee Npmb@r - needed merely tor 
identiflcatlon. 
§.II. - since female employees develop morbidity• 
greater than male employees under accideBt 
and slckuess and hospitalization coverage. 
rates are loaded as female content increases. 
•nrltal Stgtu§ 1nd Npm~er of Children - required 
knowledge when uaderwriting medical caro 
benefits tor dependents of en eDployee. 
• Incidences of claims against accident and health coverages 
for which elaias are paid out in direct proportion to 
premiums paid tn to an7 given group accident and bealtb 
prograa. 
Dgte 
Dgtp 
ot Birth - weights the llfe insurance rate 
bAsed on the ages of individuals making up 
the group and also gives the underwriter a 
clear picture ot age distribution when 
rating hospitalization and accident and 
sickness contracts due to the !act morbidity 
increases within the group as age increases. 
EmQloyed - needed only to eatabliab that the 
employee has satisfied the company's waiting 
period time between employment and eligibility 
for coverage. 
Basic Earnings - needed to establish clasaification 
of employee for benefits when they are based on 
earning schedules. 
Occupatign - needed to allow underwriting conslderaUon 
of unusual or more hazardous occupation than 
normal. 
ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM 
of 
t'\LBEMARLE PAPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
LABOR RELAnONS 
LOCAL 661, United Papermakers and Paperworkers, and 
The United Papermakers and Paperworkers, affiliated 
with the AFL - CIO. 
AGREOJENT 
July 1, 1959 to June 30, 1961 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
ALBocw.E PAPER IANUFAC'l'tlBING C(JIPAN 
Carrier~ AETNA LIFE INSURANCE C<llPANY 
Master Policy Nu".1ber: 1709-R 
Effective Dc-Jte: , January 14, 1933 
Renewal Date: January 14, 1960 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
CI assifl cation 
"PRESIDENT 
C7l'RER EXECUTIVES 
$25,000 or more 
less than $25,000 
age 65 and over 
AU.O'mER tllPLOIEES 
SaleS11en 
Foremen and Clerical &aployees 
All other employees 
Rate: Mo\'ember 14, 1959 b11Ung 
579 liYeS • $818,400 $1.07 per I = 
Employee pays • 70 pei 
Company pays .37 per 
COMMENTS 
Amount of 
Insurance 
$15,000 
10,000 
5,000 
4,000 
$675.69 
572,88 
$302.81 
Total and Permanent Disability Benefit· -Prcvldes:for paJment of proceeds after 
six months of disability In monthly Installments of $18 per $1,000 but not 1 
than $27.00 per month with Interest at 3-1/2%,ciisabUity end before proceeds 
paid out; cC1111uted Y&lue of remaining installments Is amount of Insur 
COMMENTS 
CQNTRAC? HISTORY 
ORIGINAL CONTRACT BENEfITS - January 14, 1933 
CLASSIFICATION. 
Executives 
Salenen 
Foremen and Clerical Employees 
All other employees 
f RESENT CON'l'RACT BENEFITS 
Adopted October 27, 1954 
!E'l'IRED EJIPLOJEES: lay 1954 
Wage Elaplo7ees - Reduced to $500 
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AIOON'l' OF INSURANCE 
$4,000 
3,000 
2,000 
1,000 
Salaried F.mployees - Remain inforce at amount da7 prior to retirement 
No pa711ent of preml111 by retired employees 
Carrier: 
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GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
ALBOORLE PAPER llANUFACTURING <DPANY 
Master Policy Nu~ber: NONE 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
Classification 
Rate: 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
COMMENTS 
Amount of 
Insurance 
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GROUP ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
AIBEIARLR PAPER llANUFACTORING CCllPANY 
Carrier:· LmERTY JIUl'UAL INSURANCE CCJIPANY 
Master Policy Number: G.D.-1051-205331 
Effective Date: August. 1, 1952 
Renewal Date: August. 1, 1960 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
HOURLY RATE EMPLOYEES 
Less than $1.45 
1.45 through 1.75 
over 1.75 
Rate: November 30, 1959 billing 
371 lives -$12,265·-
EMPLOYEES 
1 
' 
256 
$.407 per $10 
Employee pays 50% 
Firm pays 50'1' 
COMMENTS 
lat day accident - Btb day sickness. 
13 weeks per disability. 
Age 60 - 1 limit claim per year. 
Maternity benefits - 6 weeks per disability. 
Salaried employees not covered under this plan. 
-
Amount of 
Weekly Indemnity 
$25.00 
30.00 
40.00 
$576.46 
288.23 
288.23 
COMMENTS 
ALBEMARLE PAPER llANDFAC?ORING C<llPANY 
CONTRAcr HISTORY 
QRIGJNAL CQNTRAcr BEN£FITS - August 1, 1952 
lales 
F•ales 
· PRESENI' CONTRACT BENEflT£. 
Adopted December 1, 1956 
CONTRAcr RA'l~_9JANGES 
Original August 1, 1952 
Males 
Females 
December 1, 1956 
Class I 
Class II 
Class III 
(.56 per $10) 
$1.40 
1.11 
(.47 per $10) 
$1.18 
1.41 
1.88 
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GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS 
• ALBEMARLE PAPER IANUPAClWING COMPANY 
Carner: mGINIA HOSPITAL - l!DICAL ASSOCIATI(Jf, INC. 
Master R>licy Number: BLUE atOSS _ BLUE SHIELD 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
' 
! 
:lassifi cation 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Extras 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
Surgic:al 
Benefits Rate 
BLUE CROSS ~ BU1E SHIELD BENEFITS OF THE VtaGINIA IEDicAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION AREllADE AVAIU 
TO 'DIR SALARIED AND BOORLY EllPLOIEES Cl'I AN D!PLOIEE PAY. AU. BASIS, Felt ffillSELF AND HIS F.AllD. 
llFJ1Rrm5. . . 
:tassi fication 
-Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital . 
Extras 
DEfENDENT BENEAl 
Surgical 
Benefih Ral 
COMMENTS 
ALBEMARLE PAPER llANUFACTDRING CC.ANY 
pPLOYEE I!!FORllATION ON EMPLOYEE BEN£FIT PLANS 
L!f'E INSPRANCE 
yBat AGREEMENT 
Not covered 
EMPLOYEE HANJEOOI 
. 
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Life Insurance of $1•000 under an employees• group policy Is available 
after six months e11plo711ent~ This costs you 7ot per month by payroll 
deduction. The Company pays the remaining cost. The benef lclary may 
be changed at any time upon your written request to the Personnel Depart-
ment• You may elect to have your beneficiary receive the Insurance In 
one 11.m1p 1111 or in •onthly Installments. If you become totally and per· 
•anently disabled before age 60, the face value of the policy Is payabl~ 
to you In monthly Installments after a six months waiting period. 
LABOR AGREl!JIENT 
Article II Section D 
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
section D: The Company wf ll aulst hourly rated employees by paying 
one-half the cost of a group Insurance plan for health and accident bene-
fits with a weekly benefit of $25•00 for employees under $1.45 per hour, 
$30.00 for those at $1.-45 to $1. 75 and $40.00 for those over $1~75 la . 
case of dlsablllt7 resulting from a non~occupatlonal accident or a disease 
tor which benefits are not payable under Workmen's Compensation Law~ The 
weekly benefits start with .the first day of dl1ablllt7 In the event of , 
accident and with the eighth day In the event of sickness and are payable 
throughout dl1ablllt1 to a •axlmum of thirteen (13) weeks for Pny one 
dlsablllty. Usual liltltatlons will apply to benefits in aaternlty cr - -- · 
EIPLO!EE BANIBOOC 
SICKNESS AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE under an employees• group policy is avail· 
able after Blx months service.· Employees are eligible for weekly benefit 
pa711ent1 during ti&~ lost ~U3 ta sickness after one week waiting period · 
as Indicated In the following schedule. The third col'umn Is your monthly 
cost by payroll deduction for this insurance and the Company pays the 
r•alning co~t. 
HOURLY RATE 
Under $1.45 
1~45 - 1.75 
Over 1.75 
WEEKLY BENEFITS 
$25.oo 
30.00 
40.00 
YOUR CO:: 
PER MON1 
ti.59 
0.70 
o.'96 
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COMMENTS 
ALBDABLE PAPER llANUFAcrtJRING CCJIPANY 
JPIPLOYEE HANDBOOK (Accident and Sickness) - continued 
The same benefits are also payable during lost time due to any off-tbe-
Job accident, without any waiting period. These benefits are payable for 
a maximum of 13 weeks for any one case. Employees over age 60 may not 
receive more than 13 weeks benefits in any one year. Maternity cases are 
limited to employees who have been insured nine months and receive a max-
U,tim of six weeks benefits. To obtain these benefits you must be under 
a doctor's care and he must fill out and sign a claim form which you can 
obtain from the Plant Nurse or the Personnel Department. The Personnel 
Department will give you an application to sign for this insurance. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
LABOR AGREEMENT 
Not covered 
FJIPLOIEE HANDBOOK 
HOSPITALIZATION AND MEDICAL-SURGICAL INSURANCE under the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Plan ts available after six months service. Employees' de-
pendents may also be insured. The entire cost of this insurance is paid 
bJ the employee bJ authorized payroll deduction. Full infol'Jlation and 
application forms will be given you by tbe Personnel Office. 
These last three insurances require no physical examination if applied 
for within 30 days of your becoming eligible. Should you not take them 
during this period and wish to later on, you may bave to quality by 
doctor's examination and/or wait for certain enrollment dates. Should 
you leave the emplo7 of the Company, these insurances will be canceled. 
The life insurance and Blue Cross may be converted to individual policies 
without physical exBllination by application to the insurance company con-
cernad within 30 days. You w!ll be giv:n a policy for each such insurance 
shortly after signing your application. 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Enge ~5 
__ OF_F_!_CE D_~ND/OR PLANT 00 PERSO':'.'.!.N~N=EL:=__:::OF:__:::__ ____ _ 
_ _A!_~marle Paper Menufacturing_.CoJallllDY ____ _;_ ____ _ 
-
Amount of Life Ins. Tax Date or Birth :)ate Employed J Non- l\la,it<il Ex- ~=-r~"Y r Yea;·-::t:) T Y•ar Nam• s." Sta;.uo; Contrib. Contrib. emps 
! r---~ -· 
""" . 
Ro J. A. _tl._()()Q . ·-- _ _IL 06!..J..5: aa.__ : oJ ss I t__J_ j .. , 
·_A. A. 1 ..... 000 ... 
---
_09j .. mpi.- l0-W1-A6 
' 
D. A. _L_OOQ___ JI. n.~ no~ _tq IQ 2Q _AS. 
~a- _R... A.. ~000 _._ O;t 12 ~ Im "r1_ -55-
E. A. l_.000 _. 11 OQ no 101 08 20 
A. A. l,000 • 12 31 34 12 20 57 I 
P. H. A. 1,000 • 1.J! 1-- 24 29 08 22 52 ·---+-
G. D. A. 1,000 • 05 11 Z1 07 19 56 
J. L. A. 2,000 I 01 04 35 06 27 55 
L_ll A 1.000 • 10 19 l.d ln3 11 4.1. 
F. A. A. 1,000 I 03 
--t-- 29 31 10 01 56 
R. J. A. 1,000 It 01 21 18 04 10 so 
J. W. A. 1,400 • 03 26 00 02 05 23 
B. 1. A. 1,000 • 08 04 06 10 05 50 
•• s. A. 1,000 II 12 17 35 102 :?a 59 
A. N. B. 1,000 , 11 17 20 06 29 59 
A. R. B. 1,000 • 06 02 10 Ito _27__ 52 
•• r. B. 1.000 • 03 10 3A 110 _1_4_ 5Q 
G. G. B. 1,000 • 05! 06 14 lu 01 _47_ 
\ 
I 
~ 
1 
·l 
' I 
·I 
i 
1 
I 
. , 
IT i\ I~ ST_i\ TUS CODES: Married-M; Singlc-S; Widowed, Divorced, or Separated- W. 
;osoc_Earmngs" Column, insert Hourly, Weekly. St"mi-1\lonthly, Monthly, or i\nnually. 
earmngs on 10-llour week. Estimate dates of birth or employm•nl when necessary. 
• WEEKLY 
&o.frfy Weekly T 
A & S Earninr,s 
Indemn i ~ • (St•e Footnote) 
il...58.5 $30 I--
l.530 30 +--
. 
__l -"~~ -~ 
-l..A~O 40 --
. l l..!lc; M 
1.600 30 
-· 
1..1.500 30 +------
1.680 30 
-- --
~5-1.* 
- --
_1.QQ!!\ .dO 
1.695 30 +---
2.000 40 
1.655 30 
--
1.520 30 
·--
L.600 an 
L.300 2..~ 
2 .. 160 .iO 
--
LSB,.'i AA !-----
_l.880 4Q __ 
-----
I 
-- --
---- "---
-- ----· 
1----
---- -----·-
.L. _____________ ···-· 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Page 36 
- OFF.!_CE !&]_~ND/OR PLANT D PERSO~.!..!NN~EL=....0::::..::F~: ______ _ 
---~bemarle Paper lanufact.urlng Comean:J.y ___ __:_ _____ _ 
-·~~~~--.--~~--~~~~--,.·~-.-~--.-~-.-~~~~-,-~~·-~-.r--~~~~r-~~~1 
Amount of Life Ins. Tax D"tc of Birth ::>ate E:nployrd Dasie Weekly . 
l Non- ~1a"1"1 Ex- ---r---: ---- - ---:-- - j --·----- A & S Nam~ S"x Sta.u• empS f,fo. l D.1y 'i Yr.tr ~lo. , Ila) ' Year l".arninr,s Contrib. Contrib. ..... (S.-c Footnote) Indemnity 
' I . .. ------+----- "'-., 1+-,--+-------1-----"---+-
__ _,,J..,,.._l~.<-=A •• _, r---_$.2.QQ() ____ JL ___ _, ___ Q2 '.os__~-Al~ '22 ~-5- -----i--------t-
1 I __ . 
_ ..... t ,.__....R..._.,,..A'Ll--..--a._ooo_ ... ___ +Jl_. _ _,_ _______ D.4.~.2J:- --P3--l-'lM......._,_._24.ICL-4-~--1-----+-
__ R-".-=B.~A~•-1----2,000 ____ ,_M_,l--__ ,.__ _ _,__00_ .... _13--+-?8._jl_Q_~ _56"=-=---t-----~-----t-
!l._000~----+---+-=8'-t-· 122_ ~ 23 J~ ~ =50=-+------1--------j--
2,ooo I 06 30 25 ~2 24 53 
~--------------~-+----i---+---+---+--+---+-
R. I. B. 3, 000 II 04 OT 02 p_7 09 28 
I -~-1-------+---:-----t-
J. A. B. 1, 000 F r--·-Q!_ 22_ 36 ~ ~ ..:;:,,59-=--~----+------+--
E. B. B. 2, OQO_--+-~__. I 00 02 17 ~ 33 ·"""53~t-----i------·-- _ 
R. B. II. 2_,_000 F ·t-- IQ 08 38 . P-4-.tn+ .. ~5..2.~----t-------+--
_L_OOO ._r_ 104 lot 33 b6 lm 59 
_--'s.'---=1"--. -""B~. +---_2_._..._o;;...;:oo~--+--+-=•=-~--i-_µo~s.-1-"o!_!Ot1~a=2-F>!n"'-lmfXA-+-·51......._-+------r------+­
_1--'.'--"'-P .;:_:B"'~· +-----=li..; ~ooo~-4-----1--'F'---4 __ ,__..-+-'Q.~1 .+!!!2~1--1--~30--4"'l>_,.5..~l06.ICC.-j~53CK--+-----+------1·­
~=L~· ~S~·~B.~·c+--=2~~000=-=----4---t-=M'-+~--1--400~~~30=-+=26"'--~b2__,__~02=+~5=2-+~--~r------+­
-'~·~l • .._B~~·-~2~~·000~--t----+-"Jl!a-l----+1~09_L_1 2......_1+~~L2.~~~·fi...._,..]0~3~...54._,_-t-----t---~--
l ~. B. 1 _L ooo r_._ loL 129 n trl. loo 30 
J. B. B. 5,000 I 01 29 04 ~5 29 44 
------lf--------1----1---4----1--4-+---l---l---1--+---+-----+---·------ ---- -
Al. STATUS CODES: Married-M; Singlo-S; Widowed, Divorced, or Separatcd-W. ic.l~arnini:s" Column, insert Hourly, Weekly, S<•mi-Monthly, Monthly, or Annually. 
mngs on 40-llour week. Estimate dates of birth or employment when necessary. 
ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM 
of 
· HALIFAX PAPER COMPANY, ROANOKE RAPIDS, N, C. 
A DIVISION OF THE AIBEIARLE PAPER MANUFACTURING CO. 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
LABOR RELATIONS 
UNITED PAPER MAKERS AND PAPER WORKERS 
AFL - CIO 
AND 
HALIFAX LOCAL NO. 425 
UNITED PAPER llAKEBS AND PAPER WORKERS 
SEP'l'FJIBEll 1958 
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GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
HALIFAX PAPER C<llPANY 
Carrier~ ~ETNA LIA INSURANCE C<JIPANY 
Master Policy Number: 8093 
Effective Date: May 28, 1939 
Renewal Date; May 28, 1960 · 
. THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classtficatton 
UNDER AGE 65 
EXECUTIVE $25,000 and over 
EXEaJTIVE less .than $25,000 
Salaried Male ' 
Salaried Female 
PRODUC?I~ EMPLOYEES AS FOU.OWS: 
Foremen 
Others: 
Above $2.34 per hour 
1.89 - 2.34 per hour 
1.84 - 1.69 per hour 
Less than 1.84 
·Rate: . 
664 lhes - $2,515,500 - $ .67 per I : 
Employees pay .52 per U • 
Company pays.15_per I = 
$10,000 
5,000 
5,000 
3,500 
'7,500 ' 
5,000 
3,500 
2,000 
1,000 
COMMENTS 
STANDARD T.;P.D. • WAIVER OF PRDitll 
'$1,685.38 
1,308.06 
$ '377.32 
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Amount of 
Insurance ·, 
OVER AGE 65 
$5,000 
2,500 
2,500 
1,750 
3,750 
2,500 
1, 750 
1,000 
500 
Carrier: 
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GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
HALIFAX PAPER CCllPANY 
Master Pol icy Nu~ber: 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
Classi fl.cation 
Rate: 
NONE 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
COMMENTS 
Amount of 
Insurance 
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C-'RUUP A(. .. l.llJtNJ AN[) ::»ill.KNESS 
HALIFAX PAPER C(JIPANY, INC. 
HOURLY fJIPLOYEES 
Carrier: AETNA LIFE INSURANCE C<llPANY 
Master Pol icy Number: GS-6216 
Effective Date: lay 28, 1939 
Renewal Date: lay 28, 1960 
Tl-IE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classificaticm 
F.ARNINGS 
Above $2.34 per hour 
1.89 - 2.34 per hour 
1.84 - 1.89 per hour 
Under 1.84 
Rate: November 1959 billing 
551 lives - $21,760 - $.48 per $10: 
CO VF.RAGE 
Employees pay (.39 per $10) • 
Company pays (.09 per $10) = 
COMMENTS 
1st day accident - 8th day sickness. 
-
13 weeks per disability - age 60 - 1 limit claim per year. 
No maternity benefits. 
Amount of 
Weekly lndemnit>: 
$40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
30.00 
·$1,044.48 
848.64 
$ 195.84 
Contract orioinally written eliminating first 7 days for both accitlent 
and sickness. 
Salaried employees not covered under this plan. Removed February 1955. 
COMMENTS 
HALIFAX PAPER C<llPANY, INC. 
Page 42 
ORIGINAL CONI'RACT BENEFITS - IAY 28. 1939 
.<1ASSIFICATION 
Resident lanagers, Superintendents, 
Department Heads and Foremen 
ALL Ol'ffER §MPLO'YEES 
Skilled 
Unskilled 
CQ'iTRACT CHANGE - OCfOBER 28, 1955 
Resident Managers, Superintendents, 
Department Heads and Foremen 
,AIL OTHER EMPLOYEES 
Salaried Employees 
Hourly Employees 
. CamtACT CHANGE - MARCH 14, 1956 
Salaried Employees Excluded 
HOURLY RATE OF BASIC EARNINGS 
$1.75 or more 
Less than $1.75 
CQNTRACT CHANGE - JUNE 14, 1959 
Raymond Bag added to Halifax 
Contract with the following benefits: 
Koles 
Females 
CONTRAcr CHANGE • NO\IFJtBER 14, 1959 
flaployees of Halifax Reclassif led 
"A" "B" "C" "D" on present schedule 
WEEKLY INDEMNm 
$15.00 
10.00 
s.oo 
$15.00 
10.00 
30.00 
$40.00 
30.00 
$40.00 
25.00 
.81 per $10 
.66 per $10 
.66 per $10 
Carrier: 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS 
HALIFAX PAPER CtJIPANI, .INC. 
Master fblicy Number: HOSPITAL AND IEDICAL CABE F<li OIPLOmES OF HALIFAX PAPER C<JIPANY, INC. 
PROVIDED BY ROAR<D RAPIDS HOSPITAL CO. , BALIFAX CLINIC PHYSICIANS Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
Classification 
lassification 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Extras 
Hospital . 
Extras 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
DEl£NDENT -BENEFITS 
Surgical 
·Benefits 
Rate 
Rate 
Carrier: 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS _ SUPPLEllENl'AL 
HALIFAX PAPER C<llPANY, INC. 
Master fblicy Number: HOSPITAL SAVINGS ASSOCIATI«lf OF NORTH CARCLINA, INC. Bl.OE CROSS - BLUE SBIELD 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
Classification 
lassi fication 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
CHAPEL HIU., rtOOTH CARCl.INA 
Hospital 
Extras 
. Hospital 
Extras 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
Surgi~al 
Benefits 
DER:NDENT BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
Rat.e 
Rate 
:::arrier: 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS - Fm EMPLOYEES OUTSIDE BAL, IED, AREA 
HALIFAX PAPER C<JIPANY, INC. 
Master fblicy Number: HOSPITAL SAVINGS ASSOCIAnCXf OF NORTH CARCl..INA, DIC. 
Effective Date: 
~enewal Date: 
:::lassification 
tassification .· 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
QIAPEL HIU., NOOTH CAl<l.INA 
Hospital 
Extras 
. Hospital . 
Extras 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
Surgi_cal 
Benefits 
DEfENDENT BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
Rate 
Rate 
COMMENTS 
HALIFAX PAPER CCJIPANY, INC. 
EIPLOYEE INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEE BENEfIT PLANS 
LABOR AGREOO:NT 
Not covered 
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 
No employee handbook 
LABCR AGREEIEN'l' 
Not covered 
EMPLOYEE RANPBOOK 
No employee handbook 
PAMPHLET 
' 
ACCIDENT & SICJCNESS 
Page 46 
Published by the Aetna Life Insurance. outlines benefits and costs as 
shown in schedule. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
LABOR AGRgmNI 
Not covered 
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 
No employee handbook . 
PAMPHLET 
"Hospital And Medical Care For Flnployees Of Halifax Paper Company, Inc. 
Provided by: Roanoke Rapids Hospital Company, Halifax Clinic Physician• 
(explained in hospital section). 
PAllPHLET 
Blue Cross - Blue Shield (Hospital Savings Association of North Carolina, 
Chapel Rill, North Carolina) Supplemental Plan (described in hospital section). 
PAMPHLET 
COMMENTS 
HALIFAX PAPER C<ltPANY, INC •. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
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Blue Cross • Blue Shield (Chapel Hill) Basic Hospital and supplemental. 
For employees outside of area served by Roanoke Rapids Hospital Company, 
Halifax ~linlc, l'hysictans. (Exp' sahuad tn hospital section) 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Page 48 
--------
_· OFF_!_CE O_~ND/OR PLANT[!] PERSONN=EL=-..:::0..:...F..:...: -------
Halifax Paper Company,-1ru1.. 
Amount of Life Ins. Tax D<i!cofllir!h :1at0Employcd 13nsic 
l Non- . l\tac11a1 Ex- -rl-:-··----.--1 _ H~Y -~ C . b C S.·x Sta,u• Ho. D,1y 1 Year ~ \o. I Da> Year Earninr.s Olltrl • _Ontrib. emps \ l. (Sre Footnote) Name 
Weekly l 
A & S 
Indemnity ' 
~~~--1r--~~-- ~ ---+--
.. I ' I ! J 
_D_. _G_._,.,.--+----'$3=---=-' ~ ___ --+-- 09i 20-r __ 3!_1 01 ' 14, 51 __ _ _12, 180"---l'--~MO.__ __ 
2,000 __ _,-11lj_~;w--~+12-- 59 1.84.Q__, __ 4 ..... 0..__ ____ -Q, L. A...i 
C. '1'. A~ 
__ l~~•OOO.:;_:_ce-_~------4--1-----<---+--09~~08--+-__ {Q4 ()6~-~-~59~~__ilu•~'8~00-·4 __ ~300L-_--l 
~-· R-=-• -"-G.=--=..;A•:i-----=5'-L-1,000 --+---+_ll 16 ~ 05 261 __..47_....__.__._...-2.900 do 
_R'-. _L..;...... _A..!-'+-__ 3..:.•..;.....500;,...;;._-+--J,___-+----+-~0"""3...;;l;...;:.4_..;- 29 11 05 50 1. ~90 4'1 
B. E. A. 1,000 07 26 39 05 26 59 1.800 30 
I 
_w_. _z_. _A __ •i----=-1~,000--4----+---11----+---1-oo-+_19 23 07 Q.1 ._.;:57:...;:__1----=1;_;.a~oo=--~-... 30_,.__ __ 
• 
W. A. A. 5,000 11 ~! 26 03 24 47. 3.590 40 
-4 
_G_.;.._R_•:.........~:..:;::i_ _ ____..2_.~_ QOO ' -1------+-~+-=1_?+27 34 05 23 _J.!_52_!.L-l __ ...._ 1. •u•'el..:111.4¥--o-1--__.:'12J,l1011.-_---1 
G, II_..._ A~ 3.._500 ll 30 33 M 9A ~ 2.280 40 
R. B. A~ 5,000 07 30 33 09 11 59 2.410 40 
J. B. A.i 7 ,500 05 28 09 01 19 53 230.~ 
J, L. A.i 5, 000 01 18 31 11 03 52 2. 900 40 
_F ._L..;;... _.:;_A~•1--___:l::...!,:..=.OOO.::..::c_~1-----t--1-----i--1--Q2 21 20 12 05 56 l..-1SO 
ll.. L. A. 3_._SOO _ll 00 12 06 02 48 l..Q5n 40 
---L----~-+--+--+-~~t--r---t--r--r------1r--------
-----.!-------+---l--+----+--+-l:-:---t---t-t--i"--1----1~··------·--
____ _L _____ _J__-:--..l.--•----'---'·-_J_-..J.._ __ J __ .t___1-.,----•------ ~-~-------· 
~ti. . 1 ll;i~~l;_STi\TUS,CODES: Married-M; Singk-S;_ Widowed~ Divorced. or Separated-W. «trnLarning,•• Column, insert Hourly, Weekly. S<•m1-f\lonthly. l\lont~1ly. or i\~~1ually. lllgs 011 10-llour week. Estimate dates of birth or employment when nece .. <ary . '* Monthly· .......__ 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Page 49 
- OFF_ICE (] ~ND/OR PLANT D P~RSONN=EL=-::0:..:...F-=...: -------
Balftax Peper_Cnmpany, Inc.-------------
-Amount of Life Ins. Tax D;itcofBirth :">atd:mploycd Basic Weekly T 
Non- l\1aci1a1 Ex- 1--:i---:·-----1-·--r---1-- A & S · 
C . b Sex Stn'u' Mo. Day ; Year ~lo. I fla) Year Earnings ontr1 trib. emps I l. (Soc Footnote) Indemnity I 
I I ------+------ ,.....:...;__:_:_---t-· . r--l-+----t--~---4-------"--t-~ 
-----+-------=-$5_! 000 --~-_!____ 11; 22 f-!3-:02 ; 02 ~---4------+-------f--
a. soo · r 09! u 1• 32 os 29 so 
--f-----1--1-~---1=--i-=:-:--~:c__.1-----1-
--r-------t-~-:~:-:: __ -J-_---l~:=-+----+----t-=: 1 :: l :~:: : ~:=-~~~~1---·--~-
_.._......_......_-+---=Si,000=--1----i-=•-+--l---+-=ll 24 ~ lo_2 I 07 55 
5,000 I 10 09 27 k>9 OJ_ -42. 
. I 
5,000 • 09 28 23 03 10_ _5_2 
3.500 F u 01 28 04 ln2 M 
5_._()90 • Jl5 .12. 15 DL. lnA 541 
3.500 Ii" 02lll_ 31 tl4 101 _57_ 
5,000 I 09 19 00 08 05 40 
-
3,500 F 12 16 27 00 05 57 
5,000 I 02 02 24 t>2_ 05 55 
3,500 F 08 17 34 ()6 04 56 
_.5...000 • 
01 24 30 tl8 _29_ S6 
5,000 I 09 25 33 P3 04 57 
5,000 • 07 19 23 ll 25 
57 
3,500 , 02 ~ 04 l2 Jr[_ s.d 
5,000 ll 06 04 16 ()3 101 42 
\. 
_____ _j_ ______ !---+--t---+-+-t-:--t----r--1r--r-~-----r------- ---- ---·-
-------~_L _____ __L___,,.-l--1----1--.-1--L-_,__---:-._____i__i.__..L-----'---·~-------- -'----· 
~~~1\~/-" 1 : STATUS °COOES: Marricd-M; Singk-S; Wi~owed, Divorced, or Separated~ W. a e·"c birnin~s" Column, insert llourly, Weekly. S••mi-Monthly, l\1onthly, or Ai~nually. ·lrnings on 40-1 lour week. Estimate dales of birth or employment when necessary. 
ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM 
of 
INTERSTATE BAG CO., WALDEN. N. Y. 
A DIVISION OF THE ALBEMARLE PAPER llANUFAC?URING CO. 
. RICBllOND, VIRGINIA 
LABOR RELATIONS 
NON-UNION PLANT 
Page 50 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
INTERSTATE BAG COMPANY 
Carrier: ntE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY 
Master Pol icy Number: G-153775 
Effective 0C'Jte: October 17, 1941 
Renewal Date: October 17, 1960 
CONTRIBUTOOY 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
I Actively l:)nployed Officer, Director, Manager, 
Director of Engineering, Assistant Office Manager, 
Sales Correspondent, Personnel Manager, Mechanical 
Engineer, Sales Manager (Open Territory),Superintendent 
of Inspection, Superintendent of Shipping 
II Foreman 
III All other occupations and positions 
(Retired employees in this category) 
(No decision on retired employees in classes I & II) 
Rate: . October 1, 1959 Billing 
160 lives 
2 Retired ($500) 
, 
$346,000 
1,000 
$345,000 
STANDARD T.P.D. - WAIVER OF PRFJIIUll 
O $1.48 per B. = 
Employees pay .60 per M 
Compsny pays .88 per M 
COMMENTS 
Page 51 
Amount of 
Insurance 
$9,000 
6,000 
l,000 
500 
$ 512.08 
207.60 ~$~30 ..... 4--;o 
COMMENTS 
lNTERSlATE BAG CC!ttP ANY 
CONTRACT Bf.!iEFl!S ocroom 16, 1942 
CLASSIFICATION 
Actively employed oftleer1 managers 
,<mmR PJ>LOJEES 
Jl)nployee earning $25 per week or more 
Employee eal'lling less than $25 
CON'tl?,Ag Bi.N§f.!1§ CRANGE MARCH 16, 1250 
!MSSJFICAT}Ol( 
Actively Employed Olflcers, Directors or 
llanag:ers 
All others 
CONTRACT CHANGE JtLY 1, 1955 
Present. schedule 
Pago Sa 
AMOUNT 
$2,500 
1,000 
500 
$4,000 
1,000 
Carrier: 
Page 53 
GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
INTER5rATE BAG CCJIP ANY 
Master Policy Nu~ber: NONE 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
Classi fl.cation 
Rate: 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
COMMENTS 
Amount of 
Insurance 
Carrier: 
Master Policy Number: 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
NEW YORK STATE DISABILITY BENEFITS LAW 
D.B.L. 17-394 
July 1, 1957 
July 1, 1960 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS· 
Page 54 
Amount of 
Classification W k 
. ee ly lndemnit~ 
ALL EMPLOYEES ~ 50% ot average weekly wages (based 'upon last 8 weeks of 
emoloY11ent) with a maximum benefit ot $45.00 per week. 
$.64 per quarter per $100. of average monthly male payroll • 
. $.85 per quarter per $100. of average monthly female payroll. 
Rate: 
$31,092 Female X .85 per $100 :. 
103,926 Male X .64 per $100 • 
F.mployee pays ~ of 1% of up to $60 per week 
but not more than 30+ per week 
COMMENTS 
8th day accident - 8th sickness. . 
26 weeks of disability during 52 consecutive weeks. 
$264.28 
561.20 : $825.48/quart 
675.09/quart 
Company pa1s $150.39/quart 
No maternity benefit unless incurred after return to work of two 
consecutive weeks following termination of pregnancy. 
Bad Traveler's Accident and Sickness prior to entering N.Y., D.B.L. 
This benefit ls not to be included in th! ccnsol!datlon. 
Carrier: 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS 
INTERSTATE BAG COMP ANY 
TBA VELERS INSURANCE CCllPANY 
Master fblicy Number: GA. 153175A. 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date~ 
Classification 
SAME AS LIFE 
Class I 
Class II 
Class III 
Classification 
7-13-43 
10-17-60 
)Sp ital 
Daily Benefit 
-----
$6. 
s. 
5. 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Extras 
$30 .. 
25. 
25. 
: :v~pital 
Extras 
EMflOYEE BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
C-150-1939 
C-150-1939 
c-150-1939 
llAXIIUll 
MATERNITY 
BENEFtt 
$114. 
105. 
105. 
DEFENOENT BENEFITS (NONE) 
Surgical 
Benefits 
168 ACTIVE FJIPLOlEES 
• $1 .. 273 Ill 
5 Rm'IRED DIPLOYEES 
• $2.72 -
Tar AL 
Company pays 
llONTBLY 
Rat.e 
$213.86 
13!60 
$227.46 
$227.46 
·Rate 
In addition the employees may enroll themselves In the New York Blue Cross - Blue Shield plans. For this reason 
coverage of the Traveler's policy is one of dubious ·benefit because the plan does not provide dependent coverage. 
At the most, it could be utilized for supplemental pay for a hospitalized disabled employee. This program should 
pro~ably be cancelled and the fands now being utilized, either revert to the company or used to offset the 
employee's cost of Blue Cross - Blue Shield. 
COMMENTS 
INTERSfATE BAG COMPANY 
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 
LIFE INSURANCE 
LABOR AGREEJIENT 
None 
O&PLO?EB HANDBOOK 
None 
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
LABOR AGRm&ENT 
None 
DPLOYEE HANJEOOtC 
None 
PAMPHLET: By - New York D.B.L. Administrators 
ROSPITAL17ATION 
LABOR AGREEMENT 
None 
EiilPLOYEE HANOOOOIC 
ttone 
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CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Page 57 
__ OF_F_ICE Q ~ND/OR PLANT[) PE~O.::.:.N..:..:..:N=EL=-.:.cOF:....:::.__ ____ _ 
Interstate Bag CompanY-t-. a.ln11-1.c.o-.------------
- -
Amount of Life Ins. Tax Date of llirth :)alt• Employed Basic Weekly J Non- l\lacita 1 Ex- ~:T~:-r Yca:-::r: :> f Y.ar -~••.!!l __ A & s Name St?X StO<U• Earninr.s Contrib. Contrib. emps (Sec Footnotel Indemnity 
"' . 
i Ii 
w. A. A. $9.~ I • 5 Qf>__QL~al 01: ~rs~_ Sal. -----f-· I . 
L.A •. 1,000 I I ~- __ Qp . 30 2t1-07-r--!.5 57 $1.61 I : 
R. A. 1,000 • 1--• 5 00 0!) 17 __ .. _ 10 o~ s1 1.56 
C. B. l_,000 !L f-s 1 o~ o 28 ., 46 ~'. _ _g 1.76 
G. B. 1,000 I • 4 ~ 0 0 22 02 ~ 48 _g. 1.56 
D. B. 1,000 I II 4 o~ &~ 30 12 2 ~ 57 1.61 
I 
F. B. 1,000 • • 2 0 ~ u 36 12 o~ 54 1.61 -~ 
I, B, 9,000 II I 4 (] ~_Q_3 10 02 0$ 48 Sat. 
-
11. B. 1,QOO , s 1 o~ 2 12 1.36 
F. B_._ 1.000 I. Jl ~ 0 5 ll 23 06 01 ~Q 2·.11 
N. B. 1,000 
··--
JL. 4 ~ 20 06 01 59 2.oll C. B. 1,000 II I 2 Oft 09 98 04 10 50 1.81 
O. B. 1,000 I • 3 l~ 2 09 11 06 52 2.11 
G. B. 1,000 • I 2 
or o~ 02 05 06 53 1.66. 
..... ~ B. 1.000 F s 3 o2_a I 41 OQ 15. 58 1 .. 36 
s. B. 1.000 • s 1 ' 2> 0 36 04 
15 55 1.61 
1- G. B. 9_,000 I • 5 
(J ~ 2 25 o~ 08 54 Sal. 
1- B. B. 1.000 F s 1 o5 l! 41 Jl2 26 52. .1 .. 36 
-
.P. R. CA ~ • .. 3 
(] ~ 2J 1l6. __{)~ 14- AO C::Q 1 A 
I 
...... 
I 
I 
-
--
---· 
··----
---· 
... 
l~~l'r . . i . . " '";"1; STATUS CODES: Marricd-M; Singl,,_S;_ Widowed, Divorced. or Scparaterl-W .. se ,./.Earn1111:," Column, insert Hourly, Weekly. S<·m1-l'vlonthly, J\lonthly, or Ai~nually. lllflgs on 40-llour weC'k. Estimate dates of birth or employment when neccs:-;ary. 
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ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM 
of 
RANDOLPH PAPER BOX CORP., RICHMOND, VA, 
A DIVISION OF THE AIBEMARLE PAPER MANUFACTURING CO. 
. I ••• 
LABOR RELATIONS 
Non-Union Plant 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
RAND<LPH PAPER BOX CORPOOATION 
Carrier~ TRAVELERS INSURANCE CCllPANY 
Moster Pol icy Number: G-182790 
Page 59 
Effective 0C"Jte: lay l, 1951, Master Policy Assigned to Albemarle 
April 13, 1959 
Renewal Date~ November l, 1960 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
OFFICE 
. ' 
HOURLY 
Rate: December 1, 1959 billing: 
74 lives - $98,000 - • 778 per I • 
Non-contributory -- company pay.s 
COMMENTS 
. STANDARD T.P.D. - WAIVER OF PRDltM 
CONTRACT HISTORY 
No Change 
Amount of 
Insurance 
$2,500 
1,000 
$77.22 
77.22 
Page 60 
GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
RANDOLPH PAPER BOX CCRPORATION 
Carrier: TRAVELERS INSURANCE C<llPANY 
Master Pol ic}' Nur:nber: 15314 
Effective Date~ llay 1, 1951 
Renewal Date: November 1, 1960 
Tl-IE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
OFFICE 
(NON-OCCUPATIONAL) 
Rate: December 1, 1959 billing 
74 lives ... $98,000 - .08 per I = 
Non-Contributory ~ Company pays 
COMMENTS 
~mount of 
Insurance 
$2,500 
$7.84 
7.84 
GROUP ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
RANDOLPH PAPER BOX CORPORATION 
Page 611 
Carrier: TRAVELERS INSURANCE C<l1PANY - PLANS CARRIED THROUGH 
VIRGINIA llANOFACflJRERS ASSOCIATION MASTER PLAN 
Master Policy Number: 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
Salary or wage rate 
I Less than 30.00 
II 30.00 but less than 37.50 
III 37.50 but less than 45.00 
IV 45.00 but less than 52.50 
V 52.50 but less than 60.00 
VI 60.00 And over 
Rate: 
Amount of 
Weekly Indemnity 
$15.00 
20.00 25.oo 
30.00 
35.00 
40.00 
NON-CCMRIBUIOOY COMPANY PAYS . $480. 00 Quarterly 
lonthly Basis would be: $160.00 
COMMENTS 
1st day accident - 6th day sickness . 
26 weeks per disability~fto age 60 limitation. 
Maternity benefits six weeks. 
Salaried employees are covered. 
COMMENTS 
RANDOLPH PAPER BOX CORPOOATION 
CONTRAcr HisrotY 
Firm originally bad accident and sickness weekly benefits with 
Traveler's under Randolph Plan - Benefits were: 
Page 62 
a.ASSIFICATION 
OFFICE (including officers) 
Factory 
AMOUNT OF INDEJfNITY 
$35. 00 per week 
$20. 00 per week 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS 
RAND<l..PH PAPER BOX CORPORATION 
:arrier: TRAVELERS INSURANCE COBPORATIC'.W 
t\aster R>licy Number: GA-182790 
:ffective Date: Roveuer 1 1955 · 
. ' ~enewal Date: November 1, 1960 
:lassification 
OFFICE 
FAC?ORY 
Hospital 
Daity Benefit 
$11~00 
8.00 
31 days 
Hospital 
Extras 
$220.00 
160.00 
EMFLOYEE BENEFITS 
Surgi~al 
Benefits 
$200.00 
200 .. 00 
In-Hospital 
Medi eel 
Expense 
$3.00 p1;r daJ 
3.00 
per disability $93.rOO max. 
Classification 
OFFICE 
-FACl'<llY 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
$11.00 
8.00 
NON-COH?RmUTORY COIPANY PAYS $161.52 
December l, 1959 billing {14 employees) 
Hospital .. 
.Extras 
$220.00 
160.00 
DEfENDENT BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits· 
$200.00 
200.00 
In-Hospital 
Medical 
Expense 
.$3. 00 per day 
. 3.00 
31 days . 
per disability 
S93. oo · IUX-. 
EIPLOmES PAY DEPENDEN'1' COST 
December 1, 1959 billing (36 depend~nts) • $172.51 
Rat.e 
$2.064 
2.610 
Rate 
$5.528 
4.424 
COMMENTS 
RANDCl.PH PAPER BOX CORPORATI<lf 
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION ON £1PLOYEE B£NEFIT PLAN 
LIFE INSURANCE 
LABOR AGREDENT 
None 
EMPLOYEE HANl)B()()K 
-- -
None 
None 
None 
LABOR AGREEIENI.' 
None 
None 
!~IDENT & SI~. 
HOSPlTAf.el7..ATION 
Page 64 
All benefits described in insurance booklet published by Travelers 
and distributed to employees. 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Page 65 
- OFF.ICED ~ND/OR PLANT Ii] PERSO=N:.:..:.N=EL=-=-=OF:_::: ______ _ 
Randolph Paper Box Corporati....,.own~-----'------
Amount of Life Ins. Tax Date of Birth :Jatt• Employed Dasie Weekly T J Non- l\la;ual Ex- ~~lo. r Da)~r Yra:+-~t~:) I Year -1IODBL!-..., A & S Name S1~X Stat.ui; Earninr.s 
Contrib. Gontrib. emps (S<'C Footnote) Indemnity 
'..::; - i 11. mfJ.D-~4-lllL ~.. ~9-N. A. ~.LOOO ---1 _5 .'!. 000 ~f)I: 
-
-
_,., 
D. 1. B. 1,000 ~~ _.o~--25f9-. Im l!l 
1
-59 ..l _.200_ 30 t--
-
R. B. 1,000 A , OS -27. 33.._ 105 [>5 "o l ..li:tft ~ 
•r-
·-;a;•.\'. 
N. R. B. l_._000 it Ml _12_ 1,.:.1 lM L!i 1\0 -l.-~ An 
·-
-av 
J~ L. 8. l.000 ..1 J_Q 1A [An lM ~ i::o ..1.~ 30 _, ... 
_lu_ D. B. ..l_)lO(l -2.. .1.2. 'lt.. Inn. lM L3. 59 _}_ .ASO_ _Al\ 
·- I - --
c. F. B. l_._000 _6_ 05 18. [.35_ lm_ lA ll\O _1 .l...50. _M. 
D. R. B., .L.OOll . __l -1.2 ...22. 139- M. bo li::o _t_ •inn ':Jn. -- -
-
-'T 
--·---
... ., 
I. I. B. 1,000 
-!---- l 07 18 40 10 rr !S9- ..1...250 _so__ 
E. I. B. l_._000 __3_ 02121 21-t la.t. a_ lito .l. JUtll An 
-· 
L. O. Bo 1_1_000 6 08 08 14 O.d L3_ I~ .:1 ..300.. _M. -t--
-
~ 
A. 80 l_._000 2 01 :;20 13_ M• ~3 ·'«) ..l ...050. ~~ ·r 
·II. R. c. 1,000 2 01 23 03 04 L3. S9.. 2 . .000. _dO_ 
L. T. c. 1--.000_ _1 M 22 133 IM_ ln. '"o -l..nsn. "35 ·I-
C~ B_._ C. '1..ooo_ -2. ll 1Q_ /V\ 04 L3. l59. ..1.2..~ -3tt ~ 
·-
G. N. D. 1,000 3 05 03 =ll kM_ 3 59 -1...250 sn 
w. •. F. 1,000 3 09 21 15 ~4 3 '.52. 2 .. 000 .tn -
W. G. G. 1,000 4 03 28 :i2 ~4 3 5-2. Ll.00 2!; 
-
-~ 
-
J. L. B. 1,000 2 05 17.. 11 b6 i7_ 159 _l "°-50_ 2~ f-
_a. B. tl...OOO c.3- 102 rut 22 hi!, ls lc:o _t_nL ""* Al'\ 
-
,....._ 
--
t-
-
---+ 
-
---
-
--
·---- ·-
-
--------L-~I. STATUS .CODES· Married-M· Singlc-S; Wi~owed, Divorced, or S<-paratcd-W. asei~~';c,Earnings" Column, i;..sert Hourly, \Veekl(' ?<•hi-Mont\•1Y· Jl,~ot~i:i~ ~~~~~~r~. y. 
* WEEKLY l n.n~s on 10-llour week. Estimate dates o birt or cmp oyme 
111.i.....__ 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Page 66 
- OFF.ICE [J ~ND/OR PLANT D_PE~Q~NN'-'-EL.=-..:Oc::-F..:.-: -------
Randolph Paper Box C~~ratl,_,,,o=n _____ . ____ _ 
Name 
.Amount of Life Ins. Tax Date or Birth :)att' l'>nployrd Dasie Weekly T 
l Non- l\lacital Ex-1-·-r-:--:----·;---\ ---- - A & S C t "b C "b Sex StacU• f,fo. \Day 1 Year ~lo. I Da) Year Earnings · on r1 • _ ontr1 • emps I . .1. (S•·c F<x>tnotcl Indemnity • .l--~~~--t---~·- ~ -----1--· ·. r--T-1--~-1-~~~~--4-~~--"--~--
-· , I ! 
,.i.11;Lt-1PLe--·· • AA ... . JrJ_.._ ______ ___.$2..sotj _ __a_j_ i_ _l Od l-10.-t-io-1 I µ~!:!'-~------1--_.M~O-·-f-
>od I , 
_..J::.-=--• -='=-· -=B-=-" --+---------1·~ I I ~_,J.Ql~ 9 .. -'-®:...i-=.17-=---5=-9~ ____ 1 _ ___,4""'0'---·--+--
. 
+-J,~I._B_.--+-------l~~ I ~·"--+--3-1-09 __ ~-9L_J_5_-; Q~ _ ___,46=--1-----f---'4=1Q_'---_-! __ 
...,...G.
0
_· F~·-B~· ___,___ ____ ._ 2.~ I .ll 2 _Crtl_5 15 09 01 _ _59_~---.-.--40 __ _, __ 
2_. SOC F I 0 Of 28 ~O 06 01 59 40 
J. J. 2,500 F I 
2,SOC I I 
1 00 10 39 06 lT 59 40 ~-1--~~~~-i-----"'-'---+--
W. S. IC. 4 03. 22 14 03 ~L--5:...3~----J---4"-"0---+---
· s. a. 1. 2, soc • • 3 05 09 24 11 01 __:58~----1---.::I""-40 ____ -
I 
t--C...c..• -'-ft•=-=•=-•--+-------t__::2;cL~'-5=)0C'-=l--=·· _li 2 06 17 12 10 01 --'!5~5~-----1--....::40iilX----+--
,_.L.&....::..llR •.___---'-----~A·-·SfKJ...uq·. __:I_ Jl _3._ _10 21 ...21 
1S~, -==B-=-· -=S:....:.....-+---·--+~2:.r..'•=5001--"Jf r-1-- l 12 31 1_2 
• 
W, T. W •. J~r~1t ___ _;_~2!!!!.1;·~··500~-"ll'4 .. -..L Jl 01 29 41 
_m__ 13 ~Q 
03 ~~EL.t-6----+-~~4011V.-___ _ 
06 .D.1 ~ 3..'l 
:---___ j_ ____ -+.--1-+-+--t-t--r---r-t1--i--~-1--~---·--l---·-
__ j_ ___ -f---+--+-+-++~-t-r-1-r---1-·----- ·---
___ _J ______ _i_--;;--.1---.-L----'----_J-_l_ __ L_...L...._l--~-'------ ~-----·----'---
IJT . ' . 1\tAI: STATUS CODES· Marricd-M. Singlr.--S; Widowed. Divorced. or Separatcd-W. ~'f';<.btrnin~, .. ·Column,·i;.,scrt Hourly, \Vcckly. St·mi-1\lonthly, l\tonthly, or Annually. 
"'"r.s on 40-1 lour week. Estimate dates of birth or employment when necessary. 
lilil......._ 
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ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM . 
of 
RAYMOND BAG C<WPANY, MIDDLETOWN, OHIO 
A DIVISION OF THE ALBEMARLE PAPER MANUFACTURING CO. 
RICHMOND, VA. 
LABOR R~Qt§ 
INTERNATIONAL BRatHERHOOD OF Pm.P, SULPHITE AND PAPER MILL 
WOOKERS AND ITS AFFU..IATED LOCAL 310 
LABOO AGREF.MENT 
lay 5, 1959 - lay 1, 1960 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
RAllOND BAG COMPANY 
J!<W-cormnBUTORY • 
Carrier~ TRAVELERS ·INStJRl\NCE -CCJIPANY _ 
Master Polrcy Number: . 1985 
Effective Date: D emb · 2 1920 ec er. • . 
Renewal Dafe; December 2. 1960 
ClassificatJon 
ExecuU ves and Salesmen; . 
Other Employees. • 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Page 68. 
Amount of 
Insurance ·. 
$1,500 
500 
• Insurance on other employees increase by $100 per year to a 
maximUll of_ $1,500 upon completion of 10 years service. . 
Rate: , October 1959 billing 
351 lives - $463,300 • $ ~963 per $1,000 : 
&nployee pays • 
Company pars = 
COMMENTS 
$446.16 
Nothing 
$446.16 
T.P.D. BENEFIT. PROVIDES FOR PAl'MENT OF PROCEEDS AFTER SIX MONTHS OF 
DISABILITY IN SINGLE PAl'MENT OR IN 5 ... ~0-15 ... 20 ANNUAL INSTAWIENTS WITH 
INTERF.S'l AT ~%. IF DISABILITY ENDS BEFORE PROCI?EDS ARE PAID OOT, THE 
CCIOIUTED VALUE OF THE ROOINING ANNUAL INSTAWIENTS IS THE AJIOUN'l' ·OF 
INSURANCE·ON flllPLODm. 
CONTRACT HISTORY 
NO CHANGES IN TRIS PLAN FROJll INCEPTI<li DATE 1920. 
• The Raymond Bag Company has both contributory and non-contributory 
plans under the saae master contract with :~he same carrier. 
GROUP LIFE JNSURANCE 
RAYMOND BAG COMPANY 
COl'fl'RffiUTORY 
Carrier~ TRAVELERS INSUaAtlCE COMPANY 
Master Pol icy Number: 1985 
Effective Date: 10-8-25 Contributory Plan 
Renewal Date; 10-G-60 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
C kiss i fie a ti on 
A. Officers. Salesmen, Foremen, Male Office Employees and 
Foreladies 
B. Male Fmployees not included in Class A and Female Office 
Employees 
c. Female Factory Employees 
Rate: October 1959 billing 
287 lives -$334,500 - i • 976 per M = 
Employees paf .75 per M 
Compan1 pa7s .226 per I 
COMMENTS 
Page 69 
Amount of 
Insurance 
$2,000 
1,000 
500 
$ 326.47 
250.88 
$ 75.59 
Company ~as both contributory and non-contributory program with the 
following total figures for both planE: 
Total Volume 
Total Cost 
Employees pay - .75 per a contributory plan ($334,500) 
Company pays 446.16 non-contrih. ($463,300) 
plus .226 per M contr!b. ($334.500) 
T.P.D. BENEFIT • SAE AS NOR-CONTRmurORY PLAN 
NO CHANGES Df THIS PLAN FRCJt INCEP'tION DATE 1925 
$797,800 
772.63 
250.88 
$ 521.75 
Page 70 
GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
RAYMOND BAG COOPANY 
Carrier: 
Master Pol ic}' Nu'!1ber: 
Effective Date: 
Renewa I Date: 
Classi fl.cation 
NONE 
THE SCHEDULE OF B.ENEFITS 
COMMENTS 
Amount of 
Insurance 
GROUP ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
RA 'fMOND BAG COIPANY 
Carrier: AETNA LIFE INSURANCE Cm'ANY 
Master Policy Number: RIDER TO HALIFAX PAPER C<JIPANY CONTRACT 
., 
Effective Date: June 14t 1959 Rider 
Renewal Date: June 14, 1960 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Page 71 
Employee Amount of Monthly 
Classification Contribution 
A. Female Employees $ .eo 
B. Male Employees 1.30 
Rate: November 14. 1959 
231 lives - $8.0BS - .48 per $10 • 
Employees pay 
Females ~80 ... 
C 
Males l.30 -
ompany pays 
COMMENTS 
1st day accident - 8th day sickness • 
13 weeks per disability. 
Age 60 Umi ta ti on - 1 Umi t claim per year. 
No maternity benefits. 
Weeki~ lndemnit~ 
$388.08 
263 .. 50 
$124.58 
$25.00 
40.00 
Salaried employees not covered under this plan. (Certain salaried 
employees have individual contracts with Mutual of Omaha for weekly 
disability income and hospital benefits paid for entirely by the 
employee on a payroll deduction basis.> 
RIDEil TO HALIFAX cONTRAcr 1959 
Carrier:. 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS 
RADtONb BAG CCE'AN'.Y 
BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD OF OHIO 
Wtaster fblicy Number: PA11lW.. DEDUC?l<li BASIS - EMPLOYEE PAY ALL 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date~ 
Classification 
Classification 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Extras 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
• COMPANY PAY COST FOR EMPLOYEE ( BUT Na? FAMILY ltDIBERS) WlTR FIVE !EARS SERVICE. 
90 day waiting period for employee to become eligible 
• Benefits provided and cost o! plan ls not known to the writer. 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
: !vipital 
Extras 
DEf£NDENT BENEFITS 
Surgicat 
Benefits 
Rat.e 
·Rate 
COMMENTS 
RAYMOND BAG CfllpANY 
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 
LIFE INSURANCE 
LABOR AGREEMENT 
9.5 Employees' group life insurance base policy will be carried for 
sickness or accident for a period of ninety days, and at the expira-
tion of said time employee must report to Plant Management for 
further consideration. 
9.6 In case of sickness or accident employees will be considered on 
Company payroll for a period of six months, and at the expiration of 
such time, if employee is not available for work, such employee will 
be automatically cancelled from payroll unless a further extension 
is agreed upon by the Plant Management and Adjustment Conmittee. 
11.2 The group life insurance policy (which the Company gives to 
each employee after six months of service) will be carried for a 
period of 120 days after. the employee le&ves our service to enter 
qiilitary service. Upon the employee's reemployment after his dis-
charge from the military service, the Company will make reasonable 
effort to have his insurance reinstated in the amount which would 
have been in effect if the employee had been working continuously 
in the plant instead of being in the military service. 
F.lf PLOYEE HANDBOOK 
A new employee after six months continuous service with the Company 
will be provided free of cost, with $500 of Life Insurance coverage. 
Each year thereafter the Company will increase this coverage in the 
amount of $100 up to a maximum of $1500. Life Insurance in addition 
to that paid by the Company is available at reduced group rates. 
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
LABOR AGREEMENT 
12.9 The Company agrees at its sole cost and expense to employ a 
trained nurse to be on duty daily from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 
A Sickness and Accident Benefit Plan based on income is also available. 
You may apply for this at the Personnel Off ice. 
LABOR AGRmfEN1' 
COMMENTS 
RAYMOND BAG CCllPANY 
HOSPITAL!ZATION 
Page 74 
12.10 Blue Cross Plan Hospital Care bas been.and will be available to 
all employees oaring to subscribe to the same through The Raymond Bag 
Corporation~& payroll deduction plan. The Company agrees for the life 
of this Agreement, to absorb for each employee who bas a continuous 
service record of five years or more with the Company and who is now 
a subscriber of, or who may subscribe for, such Blue Cross Plan Hos-
ital Care contract an maount equal to the cost of a single one-party 
· contract between such employee and the Blue Cross Plan Hospital Care 
Group carried by such employee in conjunction with The RaJlllond Bag 
Corporation's payroll deduction plan. This covenant includes the 
absorption of the single contract premium regardless of whether the 
rate is revised upsrard or downward during the life of this Agreement. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Hospitalization plan ts available to all 
employees at group rates through the Company's payroll deduction 
plan. Application for this <X>verage is ayailable during the first 
ninety days from the beginning date of employment. It is suggested 
that employees subscribe within this ninety day period, otherwise 
application can be made only once eac~ year between the 1st and 15th 
of October. You may apply for this at the Personnel Office. 
An employee not working must make his or he~ hospitalization payment 
to the PA!Rfl.J. DEPARTMENT no later than the 15th of_ each month. 
Hospitalization coverage automatically expires if two payments in 
succession are missed. · 
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CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR 
__ O_FFICE O_~ND/OR PLANT III PERSONNEL OF: ·=-=~-=--=--~~~~~-
Raymond Bag Compo!!!_ 
-r-----~r---~---------,.·--r--~--..,-~--------~·----------~ ........ ----~-
.Amo u n t of Life Ins. Tax Date or Birth :Jal" Employed Ba$iC w kl T 
N E -r----------,-- - _R_QURL __ y__ Aee& YS . 
. ~on- S•'X ~la:ital x- : . ' - I ·~-contr1b tr1" b. Sl3iU< emps Mo. I Dar :, Year ~lo. , fla) I Year Earninr.s (St>e F<x>tnote) Indenmi ty , .;.-~~--1~~--- --~--+---t~-t--'---i.~--+-~r-1+-~.J-~~~~~:.=:::.:.=...:"-L--!--i~C'.JL .. ..Q Al • ..____-1---JL_!IOO UOO_L,_ _l Jl2~23~-~~~t-56--+----41$ ..... l_.._...9._.._l---+---'JC&.\ t40L----t-
~---1'!·LL-.O-AL-.-l-----'1 ....... _ 000~~_500_+--"'"-+-•~-l-_a_-X-~_mjT 11 1 :\' ... 2. M ~-·---'4,...0.__ __ t-
f----!'_R.!JLJ'.lA...____.-+--------l_l_J)OO M 110 O!i :ill 35.__ n::i 2A _55_..u&L_· 4-----'1...o.i ... Au..l!-l'~-i--4~ln,,___· --l--
Natnt' 
.,.__  _.R....,1 • __.A'l.a.l._1----__.-1 ............ 00Q_ 1.500 • -6. M 9J.. _16 ni ,n4> ~tA,.._+-----'2.__.AAoJU....--1---A4U-n ____ _ ... 
__ E~·~A~.-+~~~~.+Lth~300~F-l---4~3!.-.j..~1l~~~llTu3.l:A.-~-¥1+05~311'~+-au-5l-+-~~lL.~81a1-5_.;-__,j2~~~1.-..---4-~ 
_0_"'--• -'-A=·-~---=-500=-~~l--1.i.::500=~'-l--t--l1~~~~07~j_ 07 11 20 36"""'--+--__l....._LJL._.,'16_1..X---J..---"2!...,5.___1 ___ _ 
I 
----=R~. -=D~ • .....!:A~l_! _ _.._!!l~., 000~:__-l--.Y.:800~~·!_.l---J_ !)j ~ 38 ~ 20 56!..-4_--t2!!UL··.v.:z_ M--+-_-!4UL-O __ ~--
-=z~. ~'·L--+------_µl.-f,.!.500~µ'-l'._j._-l-J.A.-t---"'o'.Yl-~-"" IL31£1.......,Il5.,__1µoi.u+1.Jnw.L1-~.d.:1..1-7-i-~__1...s..1'w__6--J-__ 2.S.4';J_ ____ ._ 
---"11~..A~L·l----+--____:!soo 1. 500 F _l. Ot1 n.~ i 00 .i-..JA11-nR..a..a.ll3r.µA"U.L-~-l-~l.._,. '7~6_.____,2~~"__:__--1---. 
D. B 500 1.500 F J.. lCl 23 M n6 26 41 _l_ .I../,, 2~ 
-----'N~. -=B=• --1---=l-'-~0=-=00==----+.-:1~~=500=+-=I~- 5 ll 26 24 oe 08 44 2,._39 40 -t-· 
E. B. 1,000 1,100 II 8 04 02 26 03 04 53 L_95 40 
E. B. 1,000 800 I 9 04 07 13 02 22 55 _l.82 40 
----::_;F.~B·!._~-i----'l!!'...l.,~OOO~_µlu·-1=500!Y+.!:!.K-+--+-""2,__ l~ 15120 _U n4 Alt L01 .40 ---· 
P. B, 11 3 08 16 35 O~ 08 59 1.91 40 
P. B. · 500 1,500 , 1 07 07 04 10 16 45 1.66 25 
_ S. B. 500 1, 500 F 1 11 29 04 Ul 15 34 l_._76 25 
_ D, .U .. 1,500_.1~F....!-__...~1~--+-=0~=i-=-19~10~t-=Q1=-t-=31=+=25=--t---=1_._1LL:-6--t--.::Y25 ______ . 
~S::.!',~8~·~----1-----1---=900~}-'l~-¥1-r0=2F04~11~0_.ll Hi I 5.4 1.R2 40 . f-----. 
--_jL-------+--+-+--+-t-t-t--t-----r-t--i----t---- -·- · 
----~------Jf-.-+-t-+-r--r----r--11-1-1----1--~·----·-
____ J. ____ _jf--+-+-+-r--r----r--11-1-1---1------~·-----· 
---!-----+--+-+--t--t--t-Tl~l-1-~1----- ---- ·---·--· · 
--_ _l _____ L_,1~L-_L-L--1--1--L--·•-~-~--'--~----._,_ _______ ·-----
t1;~;~\; STATUS CODES; Marned-M; Singlr-S; Widowed, pivorftd, or Xep':."~1\~d-W. " · '"'"'"~'" Column, insert Hourly, Weeki{. St•mi-J\lonthly .• ,,font' Y· or 1111 • ""'Rs on 10-llour week. Estimate dates o birth or employfllent when necessary. 
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CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR 
_ OFF.ICE[] AND/OR PLANT 0 PERSQ-'-"NN;.c.;:;EL:=......:O::.:o..F...:..: ______ _ 
__ R-'-"a}mond Bag: C.pany 
1----~--,---~-~~~~--,.~.,....-~r---,-~·~--........ -----.~--...---~~ ........ ----~T 
-Amount of Life Ins. Tax Date or Birth ',)ah• Employed Dasie Weekly 
1 Non- . I\_la:i1a1 Ex- -r,-:---i-·----i--~,---·--- A & S Namr C t • b C t , b Sex Sta•u• Ho. DJ)" 1 Year ~lo. , Ila> Yrar Earninr.s · on ri • on rl • emps I .L (Sec Footnote) . Indenm it" I ~ .. --+-· I ·-1-1----1--.....----+------"'.L--1-
__ Jl-.:.•_A-.:.•--1--_$,?.-2-?..-, 000 $1,_<>QQ F 0 07 li 09 !11 I 05 : 21 156 
-1- r--l-----·-+-----·-:_ 
_ _:.:W.=---1•::.__:_:A-=-. -1-------i----l-!•~--1--J...::4!!.-___ t~J93 -~7 --~'..+=15=-· -=59-"---+-----i------·- t--
--'T .'--B.;__. ~A=• -+-·-2__.,c...::000-=-=----1__h_ 500 M 2 03 26 »-~--_, O!_;l .. 11.7 . 49 
...J'iR• B~ 2.000=---~l...:~.500~~--~~--+"3,_+l~l.16._12 02_3~f'"'--2-i--~--+-~---~~ 
_c~·-B~·~-1-~2~,ooo;;.=.=,__;.--'-~1,~.~=.::i-:•=-i.~-1-:4-+1~1~1~4~~~ 0908 28 
_P_._B_•--+---~-~--t-=-F---J--+0-=--~0~2~1~1 34 03105_9___,i----~f------+--
I 
_1_._B_. __ -1-_2...:.., OOO_..:..._~l;:;...=•:...-...~+-F--+ __ J_ 11 26.+--~4-"---+-0_2-1-23--4-~--..;...._--1----~----1---
_S~·~B~·---+-~2~~000~~--i-!1~~"-==500~1--}-~µ1:--~1=2r0~4:~~=0-~06=+=12=-t=28=--+--~--+---~--- ·~ 
-'-ll;:.;::..•_::J~·-=B=•-1------i-~900! F -1-- 1 03 28 ~5 ~Oa.17_.µ25!'!!!!-i'15!1".5!'1of_~--.-----4-------+--
R. T. B. 2,000 l,50Q I 0 09 15 B8 02 01 18 
_E_. _B_._-+-_2___!,:__ooo~--1-1-'-,_ soot-•--1--i-=2=--1-=o~s-+=o:.=.s-i:pa::..;::___1-o=--=4:+0=s=-+3= ... 1=-----1------+-----+--. 
C. B. 500 l,~ F 1 07 17 pa 06 28 ]!3 ~~:.__--l--~=---~..!.--l-'--~~-t--+--
C. N. B. 2, 000 1,500 I 1 04 13 03 05 15 ~2 
~c~·~c~·~-1-~2~,000~_~1~,~500~+!•~-+~2 __ ~1=1T1=6~~=6~ro~4T2~9~~~s~i------t----·1----
L lt... c. 2,ooo 1,soo r i 01 ao p2 03 oe ~ 
L. E. C. 2,000 1,500 F l 02 04 ~l 06 03 148 
B. C. 2,000 1,500 • 2 03 03 ~ 10 06 22 
G. s. C. l ,50QL~F:__t-_+2:...-i~11=.-F23~19:,____t-=06:::-+=07=-=-t=37;_:__-t----t------t·-­
...!.J.!_• _!!R.!_• ~c'.!.... -'-~2.~000~ _ _µ2~-.ooo~l..!•Y--+4~.p03~':!cn~l~3-i~06~0~2f~=2--i:------1'"~-------
B. C. 2,000 1,500 K 2 12 22 ~ 04 10 22 
----L-----+--+-+-+--t-i-r-11'1-1----:-1---------·---· 
-----l------t--+~----t---t--r-~-1-11-1---1---------- ·-----
~!~;r,;-,~-ST-i\1-.l-JS-.C-ODjE_S:_M_a-rri-cd---M-;S-ing-lr.-LS-;_\-Vi~~i1-weLd,-Oi_JvoLrce-d,-orLSc-p~-rat.Jed----WL--.-L---'---'---'--'----~---------..1 ... __ _ •·"'c_l'<trnin1:s" Column, insert Hourly, Weeki{. St•m1-l\.lonthly, l\.lontllily, or Annually. •lrnmgs on 40-llour week. Estimate dates o birth or employment w ico ncce"ary. 
ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM 
of 
RICHMOND CONTAINER CORP., RICHMOND, VA, 
A DIVISION OF THE J\LBDMRLE PAPER MAMJFACl'URING CO. 
RICHMOND. VA, 
LABOR RELATIONS 
NON-UNION PLANT 
Page 77 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
RICHMOND CONTAINER CORPORATION 
Carrier~ NEW ENGLAND MtJTtJAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
(Initial Polley G-1442 issued October 1, 1957) 
Master Pol icy Number: G-1442A Revised - Reissued October 1, 1958) 
Effective fJate: 1958 October 1, 
Renewal Date; October 1, 1960 
HEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
Page 78 
Amount of 
Insurance 
Under Age 
65 
Age 65 but 
less than 70 
Age 70 
and over 
President or Treasurer 
Vice President, Secretary, Sales Manager 
Other Salaried Employees 
Hourly Employees 
$18,000 
10,000 
5,000 
2,000 
$13,500 
7,500 
3,750 
1,500 
Insurance reduces 1/4 at age 65, another 1/4 at age 70, to result in l 
that amount in force prior to age 65. 
For employee who 11 pensioned or retired, insurance ceases. 
Rate; December 1, 1959 billing 
57 lJves - $181,000 t $1.24 per I = 
Employe~s pay Nothing 
Company pays. 
COMMENTS 
T.P.D. BENEFIT - WAIVER OF PRElllUll 
$224.44 
. $224.44 
CONTRAcr HISTORY 
NO CHANGES IN THIS PLAN SINCE 1957 INCEPTION DATE 
$9,000 
5,000 
2,500 
1.000 
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GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
RICHMOND CONl'AINER CORPORATION 
24 HOUR COVERAGE 
Carrier: NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
(INITIAL PCLICYG-1442 issued October l 1957 
Master Pol ic}' Number: G-1442A Revised ... Reissued October' 1 1958) 
G-1442A • 
Effective Date: October 1, 1956 
Rene~ October 1, 1960 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
PRRSIDENT OR TREASURER 
Vice President, Secretary, Sales Manager 
Other Salaried Employees 
nourly Employees 
UNDER 
AQE 65 
$18,000 
10,000 
5,000 
2,000 
AGE 65 but 
less than 70 
$13,500 
7,500 
3,750 
1,500 
Amount of 
Insurance 
AGE 70 
and over 
$9,000 
5,000 
2,500 
1,000 
InsArance reduces 1/4 at ave 65, another 1/4 at age 70 to result in 1/2 of 
that amount In torce prior to age 65. 
For employee who ls pensioned or retired, insurance ceases. 
Rate: 
December 1, 1959 billing 
57 lives - $101,000 - t .09 per I = 
Employees pay nothing 
Company pays 
$16.29 
$16.29 
COMMENTS 
GROUP ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS Page ao 
RICHMOND CONTAINER CORPORATION 
Carrier: NEW ENGLAND IUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE C<llPANY 
. . (Initial .Policy G-1442 issued October 1, 1957 
Master Policy Number: G-1442A revised - reissued October 1, 1958) 
Effective Date: October 1, 1958 
Renewal Date: October l, 1960 
SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
President or Treasurer 
Vice President, Secretary, Sales Manager 
Other salaried employees 
HOURLY F..MPLO!EES AS F(l.LOWS: 
Weekly· earnings $70.00 or more 
Weekly earnings less than $70.00 
For employee who ls pensioned or retired insurance ceases. 
Rate: December 1, 1959 billing 
40 lives - $1,425 - t .68 per $10 : 
Employees pay 
Company pays 
COMMENTS 
$96.90 
Nothing 
$96.90 
1st day accident - 8th day sickness - 1st day hospital cc 
26 weeks per disability. 
Ho age limitations. 
No maternity benefits. 
NO CHANGES 
Amount of 
Weekly Indemnity 
None 
None 
None 
$40.00 
35.00 
uKOUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS 
RICHKtWD CON'lAINER CORPORATION 
Carrier:. 1ttW ENGLAND JlfJlUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Master fblicy Number: Initial Policy G-1442 Issued October 1. 1957 
Effective Date: October 1, 1958 G-1442A Revised - Reissued October 1, 1958 
Renewal Date: October 1, 1960 
Classification 
90 da7 waiting period after employment 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
't't6t~"lrb( 
f}t/JNY/J~l./:f .J 
All employees Cllmprehensive Medical Program 
Maximum benefit $7,500 
•ontbly 
Rat.e 
$4.94 
X57 Emps. (Not more than $7,500 will be paid during any 3 consecutive years 
unless satisfactory evidence of lnsurability is established after 
$1,000 of expense) 
December lst billing $281.58 
Bosptt~l)\.- First $500 in full - 80% balance 
Surgicall-lledlcal - $50 deductible per ctlendar year - then 8~~ of all expenses 
•ATERNITY 
Delivery of child or children 
Caesarean Section 
•tscarrlage 
Classification 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
$200 
400 
100 
: : •. lipital 
Extras 
Same as emplo7ee covered 
Abnormal maternity (defined) 
covered as regualr comprehensive claim 
DE~NDENT BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
Total cost of 
December l, 1959 billing 
1loyee and dependent hospitalization 
F.aployees pay 
Company pays 
Monthly 
·Rate"''·· 
$12.85 
XSO Deps. 
$642.50 
$924.00 
Nothing 
$924.00 
LAB<m AGRmtENT 
None 
EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 
None 
LABOR AGREFJIENT 
None 
BMfLOYEE HANIBOOK 
None 
LABOO AGREFJIENT 
None 
EMPLOYEE HANOOOOIC 
None 
COMMENTS 
RICHMOND CONTAINER CORPORATION 
ntPLOmE INFORMATION ON EllPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 
LIFE INSuRANCE 
ACCIDEN!' AND SICKNESS 
HOSPITALI7.ATION 
rage 82 
Name 
CENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Pnue 03 
_ OFFICE KJ~--~ND/OR PLANT KJ PERSO=-=-N=N=EL=--=-OF=-:=--------
RlcfJ'1ond Container Corporatjon 
Amount of Life Ins. 
ir. u.6D. I Non- . . Tax ~''.:_"_~~:iirth __,_:~,~~~Jiotmi!f!__. y Weekly T l\!actrnl Ex- r ~ : I -- -nr..~ A & 5 
eontrtb. L Gontrib. Sex 
~~~~-+--~- " 
St"'u' r11o. Da;· : Yrar Mo. I Ila; .... ~, Earninr.s . 
emps I (~e J'ootnot~) Indemnity 
I 3 04 !~6 ~7 06 :;~ $1.50 $35 
__ T ._l_._A_. -i---$:.._2.:c-, 000 ~~. 000 I 1-1- ;-- --'"·----~--.t..----1--
_c_._A_;.'---~-2_;· •:...:ooo-=..::.---l-2-"-,_ooo_+-•--+--•-~-3---1..::_0_2_ ~~ ~1 .. -~~-+24 __ 55 __ -+-_1_:.._50-=---· __ 1 _ ___:::.35;::..._ _ 1---
D. A. 2, ooo 2,000 M I 5 09 22 ~ ·- 06 23 5_·7---1f--1_.50 __ f_--'35~-· -1-
~A• J. B. 18,000 ______ ~~80...%,,-"-ooo.;....:;.+;1=_1-1 2 OS 11 1 _1~08-:=+-i54r--=--i----.!M~a'.!!:na~1a~~e!:...r-4---=-=---·----
J. B. 2,ooo 2,000 1 1 2 o3 06 s2 12 01 5a 1.47 35 
R~ __ J_._a.-+-_s..,;..., ooo __ -+_s.;_, ooo~f-•-4--s-l-_o-+0_4-+24-t~---'-01--1-07..:.4~ I ---+-----+-------+--2.25 
5, 000 5,000 I I 0 09 28 ~l 09 25 ~ 135.00* 
------1--_:_----4.--=.--i--.11-----1-----1 --.+---~~-+-·--I --1------------t---J. B, 
2.ooo 2,000 • 1 · o 01 09 ~9 12 06 ~4 1.92 4o 
------!--_:._- ----+-.-.:.....--.f---+----f--+---l-·-+---1---+---+----11--_..:;..----i--~----- -G. E. C. 
_A_. _R_. _o-'-.-4---2.!.-, ooo __ ...;,._--t __ 2.!.-. ooo~i-:...•--J!-f-_o--+-o-~ +2_4--+1>4--+-~·--t-oo--+5_·4 __ -t-_1_. 55 __ -+-_3s.;;__ __ +-
R. G. D. 2, ooo 2,000 I I 0 10 26 ~2 12 06 ts.4. 1•57 40 
--_ •· 1. n. 10,000 ~o.ooo 1 1 o oti' 20 ~ 06 16 S4 140.00-----+--,..;:_---+-=---1---~~- 1---1-->---1f------1----~-+--
R. W. £. 5,000 5,000 I I 9 05 18 ~ 09 20 54 135.00 --l'---'------+---+---t-·---1-----+--+--f---+·--<f---+---l-_.;;..,.;_;___+-----~·-
a. E. E. 2,000 2,000 I I 0 01 02 ~ 05 24 ~5 1.65 35 -__:;.:__-::.:_-1-_...!.:...::...:_--+--!.-.+-:..:~--+-~--t--t---+--+--i--t------+------+---
. 
-...:--o..'•=--=a~. -=1==-.4---=-s•i..::'ooo:.::.=..._--J-=s·L:'ooo:..=:.4 e..::.F-1--•=- o 01 ·04 6 
s ••• '· 2,000 2,000 • • 0 03 24 t!2 
P. T. G. 2,000 2,000 JI • 0 01 18 ~ 
11 06 54 
10 13 ~ 
06 25 ~ 
2,000 2,000 I I 0 07 12 $4 04 09 ~ -R. R. B. 
-
80_._50 
1.78 
. 1.63 
1.50 
--
40 
35 
35 
35 R. A. R. 2,500 2,500 I I 0 02 08 J2 08 OS ~5 1.50 ----+---·~--+-~----+--...J---J--+--t---t--t---+---t-----+------+--
~-...:':..::·_:•:::'.·~H~·~J-~5,'..:000=---+=5~· OOO::.:.ii-=l:...+--=-l-=-+-0+03-+20--t-tzt>---:--T-04_-t-16-t-~--r-1-10_. 00*---:---r-------- ---· 
C. C. R, 2,000 2,000 JI 11 0 11 23 ~ 10 05 58 1. 72· 35 
-
----L-----1---+--t--+--r--t-r--r-r"l--1----i------·------
----L-----+--+--t---t--t--t-~i--r-t-l--1---1------- ---- ·---
____ _J _____ _L._:;--l-_L-_L.-.l.--1.-:--'---':---:--1---.,.--'-~-----'--------- .__. 
;1·rA1. STATUS.CODES· Marricd-M· Singl,,_S; Wi~owed. r>ivorccd, or Scparntcd-W .• Company Salesman ... Weekly Salary 
''."C .1.;;<1rnini:s" Column:i;.sert llourly, \Veckl{. S<'mi-l'vlonthly, l\!onthly, or A11nually. 0'""'"~' on 40-llour week. Estimate dates o birth or employment when necessary. 
ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM 
of 
SEABOARD MANUFAC1'DRING CORP., RICBMO?ro, VA. 
A DIVISION OF THE ALBEMARLE PAPER llANUFACTURING CO. 
- RKAJCOND, V.'t. 
LABOR RELATIONS 
LOCAL 698 UNITED PAPER MAKERS AND PAPER WORKERS AND 
THE tJN1TED PAPER ltAIERS AND PAPER WORKERS AFFIILIATED 
WITB A.F.L.-C.I.O. 
LABOR AGREEMENT 
NOVEMBER 1, 1959 
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GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
SEABOARD IANUFAClDRING CORP<BATION 
Carrier~ AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CfJIP M 
Master Pol icy Number: 1709 R. 
Page 85 
Effective r)ate: lay 1, 1946 AN EXTENSION BY RIDER OF AlBEllARLE CONTRACl 
Renewal Date; 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Classification 
FOREMEN AND a..ERICAL DPLOYEES 
OTHER SEABOARD 11.ANUFAC'l'tJRING DPLOYEES 
Rate; November 30. 1959 billing 
98 lives - $152,500 $1.07 per M 
Employees pay .466 per I 
Company pays .604 per I 
COMMENTS 
Amount of 
Insurance 
$2,000 
$J,500 
$163.18 
61,07 
$102.11 
T.P.D. BENEFIT - PROVIDES FOB PA!IEN'l' OF PROCEEDS AFTER SIX MONTHS 
OF DISABILITY lfITB SAD PAY our PROVISIONS AS ALBmwu:.E 
CON'l'RACI' HISTORY 
NO C~NGES 
Page 86 
GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH OR DISMEMBERMENT 
Carrier: 
Master Pol ic}' Nur:nber: 
Effective Date~ 
Renewal Date: 
Classifi.cation 
Rate: 
SEABOARD llANUFACI'URING CORPORATION 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
COMMENTS 
t\mount of 
Insurance 
GROUP ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS page 87 
SEABOARD IANUFACfORING COOPORATION 
HOURLY EMPLOYgS 
Carrier: LIBERTY lm'UAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
Master Policy Number: G.D. 05-533! 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
'n1e SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
. -
Classificaticm 
MONTHLY 
RATE 
Amount of 
Weekly Indemnity 
HOURLY RATE F.MPLOYEES 
Less than $1.45 
1.45 through 1.75 
Over 1.75 
EMPLOYEES 
30 
51 
10 
Rate: November 30, 1959 billing 
$1.18 
1.41 
1.88 
91 lives - $2,680 - .407 per $10 = 
F.mployee pays 50% 
Company pays 50% 
1st day accident - 8th day sickness. 
13 weeks per disability. 
COMMENT 
Age 60 - 1 UmU. claim per year. 
Maternity Benefits - 6 weeks per disability. 
(SALARIED EMPLOYEES Naf COVERED UNDER THIS PLAN: 
SEE ALBEllARLE CONTRACl' PROVISION 
$126.11 
63.06 
$ 63.05 
$25.00 
30.00 
40.00 
GROUP HOSPITALIZATION BENEFI 
SEABOARD MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
Carrier: . VIRGINIA HOSPITAL - EDir.AL SERVICE ASSOCIATI<n, INC. 
M:lster fblicy Number: BLtJE CRQSS - BLUE SHIELD 
Effective Date: 
Renewal Date: 
Classification 
Classification 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
Hospital 
Extras 
EMR.OYEE BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
Blue Cross - Blue Shield benefits of the Virginia Rospital-lledical Service Association 
is made available to the salaried and hourly employees on an employee pay all basis for 
himself and his family members. 
Hospital 
Daily Benefit 
It •tat 
·,,v;ipl 
Extras 
DEFENDENT BENEFITS 
Surgical 
Benefits 
Rat.e 
·Rate 
COMMENTS 
SEABOARD llANUFAC?URING COOPORATION 
' EMPLOYEE INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS 
LABOO AGREQfENT 
Not covered 
EMPLOYEE RANPBOOK 
No employee bandboot 
. LABOR AGREFJJENT 
Not covered 
pPLO!EE HANDBOOK 
No employee handbooL 
LABOR AGREF.MEN't 
Not covered 
EllPLOYEE HANDBOOK 
Ro. employee handbook 
LIFE INSURANCE 
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS 
HOSPITALIZATION 
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_______ C_ENSUS DATA SHEET FOR Pnue 90 
_ or'Fira o_~Nn/oa PLANT oo PERSQ . ;;...;.NN=EL=-o=F-=-=~------
seaboard l!lDUfacturing Corp.o.ntJon.._ _________ _ 
Amount of Life Ins. Tax Date of Birth :1~10 F. nployrd Dasie Weekly T J Non- 1 Ex- ,:-r~~-r y.,~-:~:> T y.., HOURLY Name ~1a71t(I A & 5 
Contrib. Gontrib. 
St?X Sta;,uq 1'3rninr.$ 
emps (St•c Footnote) Indemnity 
""' . 
I rl 
J. o. A. $1,500 Olj 04[E ~ J~ $1.510 $30 
---
----
-
-1--
W. B. 1,500 
I , 
o~ 22• 21 .. (Ml 23 48 1.460 30 1--
E. 8. 1,500 OE 16 12 Ol 28 52 
·---l 
1.620 3(, 
•• 
B. B. 1,500 01 12 03 lG 19 53 J~.00* 3Q ___ 
...,.... ---
G. B. 2.000 OE 28 99 OE JJ 53 1.510 --
R. J. 8. 1~500 1C 16 05 o~ 09 52 2.140 40 
!---
I 
T. 1. B. 2,000 04 04 23 o: 26 54 81.25• 
--!-- --· +----· 
P. J. c. 1.500 --~ !5 27 1~ 2~ 52 1.570 30 -
B. B. B. 1~500 01 29 16 03 24. :48 +--=----t----. . .. 1.685 30 -
v. "· c. 1.500 00 28 31 01 
28 54 2_e.160 40 
A. L. D. 1,500 OB 11 30 Of 22 53 1.570 30 +--
-
A. L. D. 2,000 OE f1'l 26 Ofl 28 47 105.oot' --
R. c. B. 2,000 HJ 10 25 1~ 22 50 97.as• --
•• 
c. B. 1,500 08 13 30 J!!. 28 49 1.340 25 ··-
R. B. B. 1,500 11 16 15 03 24 48 1.685 30 
J ••• e. 1,500 l(J 19 20 ~ 28 53 2.095 40 -
G. F. I. 1,500 08' 05•18 o3 18 49 1.340 25 
A. J. 1,500 08 10 
-
24 02 02 54 1.570 30 
T. 
"· 
fC. 1,500 01 13 10 l~ 30 54 1.680 30 f-------.. 
w. r. L. 1,500 02 ~2 16 02 12 53 1.540 30 
--· 
-+---
--1 ----
----
_..,. ___ 
-·-·-- .__ ____ 
' 
. . S \V.d d n·vorccd or Scp~rnted-W. 
11 rA1 STATUS CODES· Marricd-M· Singl.,._ ; 1 owe • · 1 ' all ~'.'ic l~;;rnini:••• Column:i;1scrt f_lourly, \Vcckly. ;:>1· 1mi-J\lont~ly, J\~~"~j:~n ':i'c:.,~~~~y. y. •rnings on 40-llour week. Estimate dales of birt 1 or emp oyme 
•WEEKLY 
ANALYSIS 
of the 
GROUP INSURA.NCE PROGRAM 
(FOR EMPLOYER - A.~ERS) 
of 
THE VIRGINIA MANUFACl'URERS ASSOCIATICD, INC· 
AS IT APPLIES TO 
ALBEMARLE PAPER IANUFACTIJRING COMPANY 
I AND ITS SUBSIDIAHIES 
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GROUP LIFE rNSURANCE 
Carrier~ TRAVELERS INSURANCE COIPANY 
Master Polir;y Number: VIRGINIA IANUFACfORERS ASSOCIATI<lf 
Effective Date.· GROOP LIFE PLAN FOR EJIPLOYER - llFJIBERS 
NOT APPLICABLE 
ASSOCIATION PLAN 
Renewal Date; Nor APPLICABLE 
Class 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
Rate; 
Cl1mification 
THE SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
ANNUAL C<JtPENSATION (SALARIED EMPLOYEES) 
$ 5,000 but less than $ 7,500 
7,500 but less than 10,000 
10,000 but less than 12,500 
12,500 but less than 15,000 
15,000 but less than 17,500 
17,500 but less than 20,000 
20,000 and over 
COMMENTS 
Page 92 
Amount of 
Insurance 
$. 5,000 
7,500 
10,000 
12,500 
15,000 
171 c:nn 
20, 
Each employee is classified and the amount of insurance applicable to 
hill determined on the date his insurance becomes effective. An 
employee's insurance will increase on the date his rate of annual 
cmnpensatlon would qualify him for a higher class. Base pay, 
exclusive of bonus or overtime payments is used for classification 
purposes. No individual by reason of employment by two or more 
participating employer member companies may receive more than 
$20,000 of insurance. 
T.P.D. WAIVER OF PREMIUll 
INSURANCE YEAR 
.. 1936 
. 1935 
1934 
1933 
,·1932 
·~ 1931 
1930 
1929 
1928 .. 
1927 
1926 
1925 
1924 
1923. 
1922. 
.1921 '· 
1920 
1919 
1918 
1917 
1916 
1915 
1914. 
1913 
1912 
1911 
·1910· 
1909 
1908 
:1907 
1906 
1905 
1904 
1903 
1902. 
1901 
1900 
1899 
1896 
1097 
.1896 
1895 
1894 
1893 
1892 
Page 93 
ALBEMARLE PAPER MANUF'ACTIJRING Cl.llPANY · 
V', ·M. A •. 
NUMBER OF l'EOPLE 
l 
'2 
6 
3 
6 
3 
6 
8 
5 
4 
6 
12 
6 
7 
11 
3 
6 
3 
4 
4; 
a 
2 
4 
7 
s 
0 
4 
5 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
l 
1 
2 
1 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF LIFE INStmANCE 
$5,000 
' 10,000 
35,000 
15,000 
32,500 
17,500 
35,000 
45,000 
30,000 
27,500 
55,000 
72,500 
·52,500 
55,000 
90,000 
35,000 
52,500 
35,000 
30,000 
40,000 
45,000 
55,000 
.· 20,000 
42,500 
72,500 
57,500 
47,500 
. 5T ,500 
17,500 
22,500 
42,500 
55,000 
27,500 
56,000 
5,000 
1,500 
15,000 
27,500 
30,000 
12,500 
3,750 
2,500 
5,000· 
6,250 
$1,508,500 t $10.344 per $1,000 pe 
Pf'LOYRR-fltrLO!EE COST DtSTRmUTION BY: CCIU•ANY 
ALBFllARl.E 
Life Insurance - ($818,400) 
Accidental Death <-> 
Accident and Sickness ($12,265) 
Roapttallzat ion 
HALIFAX 
Life Insurance ($2.~l~.500) 
Accidental Deatb <-> 
Accident and Sickness ($21.760) 
RospitalizaUoa 
lN'l'ERSTAig 
Life Insurance ($345,000) 
Accidental Death (-) 
Accident and Sickness 
ffospltallzatton (173 Emps) 
RAfID!J.m 
Life Insurance ($98,000) 
Accidental Death ($98,000) 
Accident and Sickness (\lfA) 
Bospttallzatlon 74 &aps 
36 Oeps 
RAYlmll @AG 
Life Insurance ($797,800) 
Accidental Death (·) 
Accident and Sickness ($8,085) 
Bospltallntlon 
lltCll10ND CQNTAINER 
Life Insurance ($181,000) 
Accidental Death ($181,000) 
Accident and Sickness ($1,425) 
Hospitalization 51 Emps 
50 Depa 
SEABOAnD 
Life Insurance ($152,000) 
Accidental Death 
Accident and Sickness 
Hospitalization 
VIA LIFE INSURANClt 
TOTAL mtPLOYEES 
ANNUAL COST PAY 
$10,508.26 
6.917.52 3.458.76 
BLUE CROSS - BLUE Stltfil,D 
$17,425.80 $10,333.32 
$20.224.56 
CatlPANY 
PAYS 
$ 3,633.72 
3,458.16 
$ 7,092.48 
$ 4,527.84 
12,533.16 $10.183.68 2,350.08 
Local Progr!J! supplemented hI Slue Cross 
$32,758.32 $25,860.40 $ 6,877.92 
$ 6,144.96 
2,'729.52 
$ 926.64 
94.00 
1,920.00 
4.008.36 
$ 9,2'71.56 
--
$ 2,491.20 
a 2,010.12 
$ 2,070.12 
$ 3,010.56 
4,656.96 3,162,00 
OHIO BLUE CROSS . 
$ 2,693.28 
195.48 
1,162.80 
11,098.96 
$15,140.52 
1,513.32 756.66 
BUTE CROSS - BUM SHIEU> 
$ 3,471.48 $ 1,489.50 
15,905.29 
$114,453.48 $48,437.10 
$ 3,653.76 
-
2, 729.52 
$ o,383.28 
$ 926.64 
94.08 
1.920.00 
1.938.24 
-$ 4,876.96 
$ 2,693,38 
195.48 
1,162.80 
11.068.96 
--$15.140.52 
$ 1,225.32 
--756.66 
$ 1,981.96 
15,905.28 
GROUP LIFE JNSURAM!(E PY'§ 
VOl.UME AND COST ANAL YSJS 
NlEER V(l..UME MTR EMPLOl!EE Ct'lfPANY TOTAL TOTAL TcrtAL 
EMPLOYEES OF PER l'AY PAY MONTHLY EMPLOYEE C<»tPANY 
FIRM INSURJ;Q IHSWAff~S $1,000 $1.000 $1,000 COST PAY PAY 
-
ALBEMARLE 579 $ 818,400 1.07 ,70 .37 $ 875.69 $ 572.88 $ 302.81 
HALIFAX 664 2,515,500 ,67 ,52 .15 1,685,38 1,300.06 377.32 
INTERSTATE 162 345,000 1.48 .60 .es 512.08 207.60 304.48 
BANDCJ..fR 74 98,000 .776 .770 n.22 
.. _ 
77.22 
RAYMOND NON-CONTRIB. 351 463,300 .963 .963 446.16 446.16 
RA'i'IOND CON'l'RIB. 287 334,500 .. 976 .75 .226 326.47 250.88 75.59 
RAYMOND (TOlAL) 35l(dup > 797,800 (772.63) (250.88) (521. 75) 
BICBM<JID CONTAINER 57 181,000 1.24 1.24 224.44 224.44 
SEABOARD 98 152,500 1.07 .466 .604 163.18 61.07 102.11 
TOTALS: 1,985 $4,907,400 $4,210,62 $2,400.49 $1, 910.13 
AVERAGE MONTHLY COST PER $1,000 .874 
El(l•LOYEES PAY ,45 
COl4PANY PAYS .424 
IN ADDITION 
Albemarle Paper lanutacturlng Company carries Group Life Insurance ln the amount of $1,508,500 at 
a rate of $10.344 per U$/annum on salaried employees of the parent company and certain subsidiaries with 
benefits ranging frODI $5,000 to $20.000 based on olassltieatton tor a total annual cost (1959 policy year) 
of $15,905.28. 
·') 
~l 
GROUP ACCIPENfAL p;:ATR t pISMpfB§llJIEl!t XNSURANCJ PLAN§ 
m..YW§~A~IS 
-·-. -
NtltBER VWJllE ---·- ftATK FJU'l.Omt Ct*PANY TOl'AL TarAL TOTAL 
DIPLOYEES or l'mt PAT PER PAY PER IOOll.Y DrPLOYmt OJIPANY 
DY JNSUREJl lfiSURM!{I 11,000 31.poo $1.0QO gl§! fAY PAY 
ALBDARLI 
HALIFAX .. 
IN'l'EllSTATE 
IANDCl..PB 14 $ 98.000 .oe .08 7.84 .. 7.84 
RA lllOND BAG 
RIC.<JfD CONTAINER 57 181,000 .09 .09 16.29 16.29 
SEABOARD 
TOTALS: 131 $279.000 24.13 24.13 
GROUP ACCIQW AND StaatESS J!KEKLY INCCE BENEFITS 
yq.pg AND COb"T AffAt.YSI§ 
Htl!BER VOLUME RATE EMPLOYEES CfJIPANY TOTAL TOl'AL TarAL 
f'JIPLOYBES OF PER PAY PAYS PER ICJmt.Y EIPLOYKI C(l(l>ANY 
fJRI INSURED JNStJRANCE Jl2... PER $10 $10 COST PAY PAY 
ALBWRLE 371 $12.265 .401 .203 .204 $ 576.46 $ 288.23 $288.23 
HALIFAX 551 21.760 .48 .39 .09 1,044.48 848.64 195.64 
RANDOLPH (VIA) 74 1,920 .833 .633 160.00 160.00 
BA\'IOND 231 8,085 .48 .32 .16 300.08 263.50 124.58 
RICBIOND CONTAINER 40 1,425 .68 .68 96.90 96.90 
SEABOARD 91 2.680 ,407 ,203 ,204 126.11 63,06 63.05 
1358 $48,135 $2,392.03 $1,463.43 $928.60 
U!I 
~~i1· 
HALIFAX 
MEJER 
EIPLOYEES 
COVERED 
GRQtf BOSPITALIZATIOR INSURANCE PLANS 
vot.mm Mm COST ANALYSIS 
RO. OF RAT! 
D£P. OO'l'S PER 
COVERED El1P • 
RATE 
PER DEP. 
UNIT 
TOTAL 
EllP. 
& DEP. 
EllP. 
PAYS 
CtllPANY 
PAIS PD 
F..IP, 
BLUE CRC!iS - BLDE SHIELD, nRGINIA 
TOI'AL 
MONTHLY 
CffiT 
TOTAL 
EMPLOYEE 
PAY 
TOTAL 
COllPAHY 
PAY 
HOSPITAL & DDICAL CARE - ROANOKE RAPIDS ~PITAL CO., HALIFAX CLINIC PIJYSICIAN, SUPPLEllERTED 
BY BLUE CROSS - BLUE .SHIELD (CHAPEL BIU.) 
INTDSTATI Active 168 
--
1,273 
-- --
1,273 $ 227.46 
2.72 Ret, 
JWIDOLPB 
HADCIW 
IS:f;.Qffl40NJ> CONTAINER 
5 
74 
2,72 
36 off, 2,61 
--
5.528 8.138 5.528 2.61 
fac, 2.064 4,424 6.489 4.424 2.064 $ 334.03 $172,51 $ 161,52 
BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD OF ORIO 
57 50 4.94 12.65 17.79 4.94• 
17.7~· $ 924,08 $ 924.06 
BLUE CROSS - sum SBIELD 
304 86 $1,485.57 $172,51 $1,313,06 
* Qlployee without dependents 
*~ @lployee with dependents 
SJM,iARY OF. CQS!S 
TOTAL EIPLO!EES COl!PANY 
Mff;'UAJ.. COST PAY PAYS 
ALBW $ 17.425.80 $10,333.32 $ 7,092 .. 48 
HALIFAX 32,758.32 25,860.40 6.877.92 
IN'l'EttSTAT! 8,874.48 2,491.20 6,383.2.8 
RANDOLPH 6,949.08 2,070 .. 12 4,878.96 
RADfOND 13,928.52 6,172.56 7. 755.96 
RIClllONO CONTAINER 15,140 .. 52 15,140.52 
SEABOARD 3.471.48 1.489.50 l,961,98 
$ 98,548.20 $48,437.10 $50,111.10 
V.l.A. LIFE INSURANCE 15.905.28 15,905.2.6 
GRAND TO?AL: $114,453.48 $48,437.10 $66,016.38 
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CHAPTER V 
ECONOMIES TO BE OBTAINED BY CONSOLIDATION 
Upon completion of collecting the foregoing data the 
next question·~o be decided was whether the Company desired 
-
to change any present coverages or retain the status quo of 
these present benefit levels. 
The Company was fully aware of savings which could be 
realized through standardization of the various benefit 
levels throughout the whole system, but wished to retain all 
benefit levels as of record. It can be readily understood 
why this position was taken. As previous information shows, 
some ot the subsidiaries are unionized while others are not. 
Generally speaking, the benefit level employee costs are less 
while benefit levels are higher in the non-union locations. 
To preserve industrial peace at these locations any standardi-
zation action would have to allow for leaving those benefit 
employee costs at the present level. Since •on-unionized 
plants' benefit employee costs are lower. standardization 
action would be an outright gift of a financially unsound 
amount to the unionised plants. This would result from a 
substantial increase in most benefit levels with no 
appreciable rise in employee coat at these locations. 
In those plants which are unionized the management 
ot the company wished to reserve to itself the use ot 
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employee plan costs as a tool ln collective bargainiag. 
The absence of a standardized benefit plan does not, 
boweYer, preclude real savings in other areas effected 
througa consolidation. 
Br consolidation. all commerciallJ insured ~lans with-
in tbe a7atem would be administered by one insurance carrier. 
This one cbange effects substantial savings. Due to four 
principal carriera ot the various insurance programs through-
out the seven operations, administration is a costlr operation 
since it eaa be established tbat eaeb carrier ls retaining 
approxlaatelJ twentJ percent of paid premium•. Table I 
illustrates tbls expense rate tor major carriers. As rate 
ot billed prea1ums increase. expense rate percentage of billed 
premiums decrease. Under a single carrier, an expense rate 
of approximately ten percent can be expected over a ten year 
period. 
TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATION OF SAVINGS EFFECTED BY COMBINING COMPANIES 
FOR IXP!KliNCE RATING PUiPOS&S 
$ 10,000 
20.000 
40.000 
50,000 
70,000 
60,000 
100.000 
120,000 
Expe.nse 
Dollar 
Amqunt. 
$ 2,400 
4,000 
6,600 
7,500 
9,100 
10,000 
11,000 
12,800 
Rgtt 
% ot Billed 
P;:em1um 
24.0 
20.0 
17.0 
15.0 
13.0 
12.5 
11. 0 
10.7 
"Coat. Analysis ot Group lnsuraace Program of Albe• 
aarle Paper Manutactaring Compan7 and Subsidiary 
Companies", Ebasco Services~ Incorporated~ New York, 
1959. p. 8. 
'LIBRAR'Y 
UNJVERSJTY OF RlCHf.AbNf) 
VIRGINIA 
Some el the reasons tor econom1 to siae are: 
1) Coamissions are paid on a graded scale 
(see Table Ill. 
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2} The 1dmintstratlve cost of establisbing accoant-
ing and claim procedures for the carrier does 
not !ncrase proportionately es group size 
t ncreases. 
3) A carrler•a overhead and acqQiaitlon coats are 
less per unit as group size increases. 
4) The credlblllt7 factor 1• more favorable for a 
larger group. By this it ia meant that a plan 
wlth 2,000 lives is more apt to experience the 
normal expected mortaltt7 or morbidity than a 
plan wltb 200 lives. Therefore on small groups, 
suck •• we now have, the individual carriers 
will protect themselves against extreme 
tlueiuations la mortalit7 and retaia a laTger 
percentage of premium. 
TA.BL& II 
i£Pi&SENTATIV£ SCHEDULE OF COMMISSIONS 
fAYABLi TO AG&N'l'S FUi GROUP INSUiANCI 
Part ot Premium 
!Anaual , 
First $1,000 
Next. 4,000 
Next 5,000 
Next 10,000 
Next. 10,00t> 
Next 20,000 
Next 50,000 
Next 50,000 
First 
Xe11 
20.00% 
20.00% 
15.00" 
12.50% 
10.001' 
5.00% 
2.50% 
1.00" 
Renewal tor 
Nigt letrs . 
5.00~ 
3.001' 
1.50% 
1.50% 
1.50% 
1.50% 
1.00% 
.50% 
Source: Now York Insurance Commission, Standard Group 
Insurance Cocaisston Seale. 
This is a graded coamisston schedule~ It is not 
necessarily tbe schedule whicb will apply in this 
coa1011dat1on. 
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7he ae\ cost ot group insurance consists simply of 
claims paid and the edministratlve expense ol paying tbese 
claims. Regardless of whieb carrier ls on the risk. the 
same benefit levels will develop tbe same claim experience 
and the ¥ar1able between tbe carriers is their exp•nse 
fa~tor or their retentions required as underwriters of the 
risk. Companies must cbarge tbeir manual rates minus ad-
vanced discounts tor volume previtusl1 filed with the 
Insurance Commlss!ons of the sta\es in which thef transact 
business. lltbout this requirement, insurance companies 
would con$tant1J be raiding each other's business by quoting 
unrealistic rates to the ultimate detriment of tbe buying 
public. Retention formulas must be worked out to arrive 
at net costs as opposed to actual premiuas charged. A re-
tention tor~ula consist• of the following items: 
1) An assumption &f a loss ratio by line al coverage. 
The usual loss ratio assumption for this size 
case would be sixty percent tor lite insurance 
and seventy percent on casualt7 lines. 
2) An assumption that the ordiuar7 lite department 
of a group insurance carrier will charge $65 
per $1,000 on a life insurance for conversions. 
(The conversion privilege is a legal require-
ment la all grovp life insurance policies. It 
guarantees a certlticate holder under a master 
contract. in tbe event ot bis termination, the 
right to make application witbin 31 days for an 
amount of ordinary lite insurance in any amount 
up to the maximum •hich he had under his group 
certi!lcate. The ordinary life must be issued 
at a standard rate for his attained age without 
evidence of insurability. If the person is not 
insurable at this time, the conversion privilege 
is a decided advantage in that cost would be at 
the standard rate. On the other hand, if 
the person ls insurable, the cospan7 should 
encourage that person not to exercise the 
conversion privilege, but to buy a regular 
policy whieb would be at the standard rate 
also. The Company in tbis manner would save 
the $65 conversion charge.) 
3) The insurance carrier will pay claims; the 
policy holder will handle Its internal group 
insurance program administration. 
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With these assumptions, the carrier aust determine 
the following to arrive at its retention formula: 
1) Aequisition eost - commissions to be paid. 
2) lxpense of handling claims .• 
3) State premium taxes~ 
4) Their administrative expense and profit. 
Retentloa cannot. however. be guaranteed because lt 
is impossible to forecast .what taxes and labor costs will be 
ten year• hence. Barring unforeseen e1rcumstencea. these 
estimates can be taken as reliable guides of future net eosts. 
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CllAPTlil YI 
UNDERWRITING CONSIDERATIONS FOB CONSOLIDATION 
After deciding that there would be no ckange in the 
present benefit levels ol any aubaidiary, specifications 
for quotations bad to be draw• up and forwarded to group 
insurance carriers. These speeiflcetlons were based on 
common assumptions ot standard claim levels which should 
be incurred and the expenses to be charged b7 the carrier 
tor handling them. At the same ti••· it was necessar1 to 
determine some basis of qualiticatlon in selecting the 
carriers to which invitations to bid would be extended. 
Even taougb it was desirous to obtain enough bids for 
compelitlve price reasons. the brokers pointed out that the 
task ot analysing and compiling submitted data from too 
aany carriers woald prove burdensome. The1 also ataied 
that numerous bids would be unnecessary it a few bids were 
obtained fros tlrsi rate companies. 
Tbree ~riterla were used in selecting those carriers 
to wbom i•Yltatloas to qaote would be extended. First. 
those group carriers who •ad any coverage oa any of the 
flraa considered ln tbe consolidation. In this group were 
Aetna Life Insurance Company, Travelers Insurance Company 
and 11ew England lutual Lite Insurance Company. Liberty 
Mutual Insuraace Company wbicb carries soGe of the Companies• 
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accident and sickness coverage does not write group life 
coverage, so it was excluded. Second, The Lite Insurance 
Company of Virginia was to be extended a courtesy invitation 
to bid since it was a local group insurer with national 
standing. Third, it was felt that an invitation should be 
extended to Equitable Lite Assurance Society of the United 
States. since it has a mortgage loan outstanding with the 
Company~ and it is equipped to write such consolidated 
group insurance programs. 
The next step was to submit to each qualified 
carrier, standardised specifications and the census data 
on employees of each subsidiary. The carriers were asked 
to quote showing both gross and net rates for each sub-
sidiary as well as a gross and net rate on a single rate 
basis tor all locations combined. This complete information 
was necessary to allow the brokers to determine that all 
carriers were pricing identical coverage.I Retention 
formulas were to be illustrated over a ten year period 
stating dollar amounts for premium charges, claim levels, 
dividend illustrations, retention charges by the carrier, 
and net cost to tbe firm. It is almost mandatory that the 
carriers prepare these illustrations in dollar amounts as 
well as percentages, because percentages can be misleading 
1. For complete spectttcations see Exhibit II, Bid of 
Selected Carrier. 
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when compa~iaons between gross and aet rates are made. 
Data was furnished to the carriers. witb the request that 
proposals be received one month from date of 1ubmissioa 
to allow the underwriter• adequate time tor preparation 
of their proposals. 
During the interim between submission of speci-
fieaiions and return of proposals. two of the selected 
carriers declined the invitation to quote. One declined 
becaase it was not licensed to write insurance in one of 
the •tates in wblcb a 1ubsidlar1 was loca\ed. The second 
declination was received from a aajor insurance company 
which bad only recently entered the group insurance field, 
Its uaderwriting and aerYlee facilities to date were 
inadequate to compete !avorabl7 with long established 
carriers in tbia field of lnsu~ance. 
Bids were ret. urned by the three remalnh19 carriers. 
Anal71is of these bids revealed tkat tbe tbree carriers, 
using the same data, varied their proposals ou volume of 
lnauranee, aumber ot persona to be covered, and gross and 
net costs tor the initial contract year. Since these 
companies were requested to assume standard claim levels 
of 60• for life insurance and 705 tor casualty lines, claim 
payaent·tevels also varied due to Y&ried premium levels. 
The differences in proposals aa1 be explained as 
follows: 
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1. Insurance companies operating in the state 
of New York are required to file their 
initial rates with the New York State Insurance 
Commission, and regardless ot the amount of 
insurance at risk, they are required to offer 
gross rates filed and may then apply filed 
discount factors for volume. Therefore, 
these "going-in" rates for each company varied, 
but less than 5%. 
2. Companies having determined their total 
premium volume, then applied established 
loas ratios for life and casualty lines base· 
upon initial premium charges and levels of 
claim payments varied accordingly. 
While "going-in" rates and claim levels differe 
by approximately 5~. it is significant that each ot the 
three companies working on a five year net cost average 
would retain dollar amounts varying less than 1%. The 
significance lies in the tact that even though one company 
has a favorable low billed premium, its retention charge 
may not be the most favorable. With virtually the same 
retentions, it was necessary to make comparisons between 
each company's retention in relation to the respective 
maximum claim level before an upward adjustment in retention 
need be made. 
Exhibit I illustrates competitiYe retention formulae 
submitted by the carriers for three guide points in a group 
insurance program. 
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EXHmIT I 
; 
CCllPARATIVE RtTENTim FOOMTJLAS OF SUSMITlJD BIDS 
Carrier A 1st tr. 
Carrier B 1st Yr. 
Carrier C 1st Yr. 
Carrier A 5 Yr. Av. 
Carrier B 5 Yr. Av. 
Carrier C 5 Yr. Av. 
Carrier A 10 Yr. Av. 
Carrier B 10 Yr. Av. 
carrier C 10 Yr. Av. 
BILLED INCURRED RETENTION BEFOND OF NET 
PREMIW CLAIMS CHARGE PRDUUM COST 
$121,709 
117,600 
113,667 
109,063 
104.800 
113,667 
106,568 
103,200 
113,667 
$91,330 
92,880 
80,916 
81,285 
78,362 
80,976 
79,751 
76,758 
60,976 
$14,435 
14,606 
12,663 
11,332 
11,341 
11,287 
10,934 
9,321 
11,111 
$15,944 
9,914 
20,028 
16,446 
15,097 
21,404 
15,883 
16,785 
21,500 
$105, 765 
107,686 
93,639 
92,617 
89,703 
92,263 
90,685 
86,078 
92,067 
The first year establishes "going-In" rates and re-
tention costs needed to compensate for expenditures the 
company will incur in placing the case on its books. The 
five year average is, however, tbe most important check 
point, because b7 tben sufficient reserves should be 
established and sufficient claim exposure developed. The 
five yearnavertge also repiesenta a cost prediction which 
would not be as unrealistic as a ten year projection. The 
ten year average is shown merely to Olve the carrier and 
t~ insured a ~oal toward which to work, allowing for 
adjustments of those factors which the economy dictates. 
Since all monies other than retention belong to the 
policyholder, and since these retention levels are based 
upon claim levels to be paid, investigation was made of 
each carrier's proposed amount of claim payment per dollar 
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of retention. There was no significant difference in this 
area. 
After detailed cost analyses. making a decision 
based solely upon underwriting was onlJ a matt.er of a 
toss ot a coin. 
Stace Equitable Life Assurance Society bad been very 
cooperative in arranging the aforementioned mortgage loan 
for the Company, tbe feeling of the Company was it would 
best enhance its long term financing to place the group 
insur•nce program with this carrier. 
Incorporated in Exhibit II are the spee1ticat1ons 
issued to tbe carriers and the completed pricing data 
furnished by the successful underwriter !or the consolidated 
contract together with its retention formula tor tbe ten 
year period. 
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EXHIBIT II 
Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Comeeny 
Specifications For Bidding On Group Insurance Proa~ 
GllO,UP LI~ INSURANCE SCffEOOLE #l 
SErARAII com•ANY BtILtNG 
GROSS !ill 
ALBEMARLE PAPER MANUFACTtmING COOPANY (623 lives) 
Gross: Volume $869.600 x $1.12 Rate Per II = $974 
Discount: % 
Net: Volume $869,800 x 1.12 Rate Per $1,000 $974 
HALIFAX PAPER CfJt.PANY, :me, f811 Uves) 
Gross: Volume $2,732,000 x $ .60 Rate Per II : $1,639 
Discount: 
" Net: Volume 2,732,000 x .60 Rate Per lt = $1.639 
INTF.RSTATR BAG C(JlpA.N! (165 Uves) 
Gross: Volume $343,000 x $1.26 Rate l'er flt • $432 
Discount: % 
Net: Volume 343,000 x 1.26 Rote Per H : $432 
RANI>OLPR PAPER BOX C<llPANY (66 lives} 
Gross: Volume $65.500 x $ .54 Rate Per M : $46 
Discount: 
" Net: Yoltate 85.500 x .54 Rate Per B = $46 
RA\'MOND BAG COOAN\' (346 lives) 
Gross: Volume $784,600 x $1.12 Rate Per M = $879 
Discount: 
' Net: Volume 784,600 x 1.12 Rate Per .I • $879 
(continued oa following page) 
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EXHmIT II (continued) 
GROOP \.TF'Ji PAC§ !J2 
GROSS NET 
Rlcm400D <{!MAINER CORPORATION (57 lives) 
Gross: Volume $179.000 x $ .. 67 Rate Per M • $120 
Discount: ~ 
Met: Volmae $179.000 x .67 Rate Per I = $120 
SEABOARD tJMWACTtmll§ !((!?PORATION ( 57 l l ves ) 
Gross: Vol111e $89.500 x $ .69 ·nate Per N • $62 
Discount: % 
Net: Voluae $89.500 x .69 Rate Per II : $62 
fIRGp!tA UANUFACIDRING ASSOCIATION PLAN FOO S~ (295 lives) 
Gross: Volae $1.508,500 x $ .90 Rate Per M : $1.358 
Discount: ~ ---
Net: Vol•e $1,506.500 x .<JO Rate Per M : $1.358 
mi RATE PER $1. 000 FM. SYSTEM 
(Total number of lives - 2.420) 
Gross: Volume $6.591.900 x $ .84 Rate Per I = $5,537 
Dhcoun~: % 
Net: Yoluu $6,591,900 x .84 Rate Per I = $5.537 
°'?he rate quoted for the Virginia Manufacturers Assoclotloa Plan bas been shown for 
illustrative purposes only and should not be considered en offer. 
(continued on following page) 
EXHIBIT II (continued) 
gltOUP ACCIDFJ!TAL DEATH SQtEOtU PAC£ 
SEPARATE COMPANY BILLING 
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GROSS rlliI. 
RANDOLPH PAPER BOX CQRPORATXOJ! (67 lives) 
Gross: Volume $86.500 X $ .06 Rate Per M = $7 
Dhcout: 101' 
Net: Volt111te $86.500 x .072 Rate Per M = 
RICllrtQNI> CONTAifmR CORPORATION (57 lives) 
Gross: Volume $179.000 X $ .09 Rate Per I = $16 
Discount: 10% 
Net: 
Gross: 
Vol•e $179.000 x .081 Rete Per M = 
ONE RATfi PER $1,000 FOR THl!SE FI~MS 
(124 lives) 
Volume $265.500 X $ .087 Rate Per I ==-
Discount: 10% 
Ni!t: iollllle $265,500 x .078 Rate Per M = 
(continued on following page) 
$23 
$14 
$21 
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EXHmrr II (continued} 
GROUP ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE 
SF.PARA!£ CfltPA.NY Btu.ING 
GROSS m. 
ALBm«ARL! PAPER MANUFAC?URING CWPANY (386 lives) 
Gross: Volume $12,790 x $ .58 Rate Per $10 = $742 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Volume $12,790 x .52 Rate Per $10 : $655 
'1AJ..IfAX PAPJ;R lfANUFACTtmif~ COO'N{.Y (703 Uves) 
Gross: Vol112te $26,580 x $ .56 Rate Per $10 = $1.488 
Discount: 10% 
Met: Volume $26,560 x .so Rate Per $10 = $1,329 
INTERSTATE.MG COIPANY (N. Y. D.B.L.) 
RANDfLPR fAPER BOX COOPOOATIQN (66 lives) 
Gross: Volume $2,190 :x $ .76 Rate Per $10 : $166 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Vol111e $2,190 x .68 Rate Per $10 = $149 
flADIOND BAG CCllPANY (251 lives) 
Gross: Volume $8.645 x $ .64 Rate Per $10 : $553 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Volume $8,645 x .58 Rate Per $10 : $501 
(continued on following page) 
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EXHIBIT II (continued) 
ACCIDENT Mm SICtgfESS - PAGE •2 
CROSS 
RICf!HONQ CO\Tl'AI?g CORPOOATIC!f (41 lives) 
Gross: Volume $1,465 x $ .74 Rate Per $10 = $106 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Volume 1.465 x .67'~ Rate Per $10 = 
SEABOARD BAG CtlRfQRATJON (50 lives) 
Gross: x $ .58 Rate Per $10 a $91 
Discount: l°" 
Net: Volume 1.565 x .52 Rate Per $10 = $81 
ONE RATE PER fl 0 FOR SYS'l'E! 
(1,499 lives) 
Gross: Volmse $53.235 x $ .61 Rate Per $10 = $3.247 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Volume $53,235 x .SS Rate Per $10 : $2.928 
(continued on following page) 
EXHIBIT II (continued) 
GROUP HOSPITALI7.Al'ION SCHEIJUL! PAGE 
§llBHl't SENF.FIT PJ!<FOSAL JJ1 EAClt FIRM NOW COVERED 
ALBE&!Am.§ 
NU 
BALIVAX 
Nil 
INTERSTATE BAG C<WPANY 
Gross: Number ot active emp. 
Number of retired emp. 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Nmnber of active emp. 
NW!lber of retired emp. 
RAMD()..Pff PJ\l'ER BOX CORPORATig'f 
Gross: Number of f!lllp. ($11) 
Number of •P• ($8) 
162 X $1.368 Rate Per Employee = 
2 X 1.368 ~ate Per F.mployee = 
182 X $1.231 Rote Per Employee = 
2 X 1.231 *Rate Per flnployee : 
12 X $2.811 Rate Per Fllployee = 
54 X 2.381 Rate Per faployee = 
?age 116 
$249 
3 
$224 
2 
$ 34 
129 
Nmtber ot dep. units ($11) 11 X 6.143 Rate Per Dep. Units = 68 
Number of dep. units ($8) 39 X 5.173 Rate Per Dep. Units = 202 
Discount: 10% for em1>lo7ees - 9% tor dependents 
Net: M•ber of eap. ($11) 12 x $2.530 Rate Per Employee = 30 
Number of emp. ($8) 54 x 2.143 Rate Per Employee = 116 
Number of dep. units ($11) 11 X 5.590 Rate Per Dep; ,·Units = 61 
Number of dep. units ($8) 39 x 4.707 Rate Per Dep. Units : 184 
RA\'JIOND BAG CCM>AN! 
Nil 
*Active employee rates will apply for retired employees until sueb time as the 
number of retired employees exceeds ~ of the total n1111tber of the group. At 
that tl.ae separate rates will be computed for retired employees. 
(continued on tolloulng page) 
EXIJmIT II (continued) 
RIClllOOQ CONTAINER COOPORATION 
Gross: Number of Eraps. 
Number of Dejl.._ Units 
Discount: 10% 
Net: Number of Qaps. 
Number of Dep. Units 
57 x $4.792 
51 x 9.521 
57 x $4.31 
51 x 8.51 
SEABOARD ltANUF'ACTtJRING CORPORATION 
Nil 
Rate Per Emp. = 
Rate Per Unit : 
Rate Per Ellp. : 
Rate Per Unit : 
(continued on following page> 
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$273 
466 
$246 
437 
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BXHIBIT II (continued) 
OOESTIONNAIRE 
I. Full Tine Group tnsurance Staff - Domiciled in 
Richmond, Virginia 4 
State of North Carolina (Town nearest Roanoke Rapids) Haleigh 6 
State of Ohio (Toun nearest Middletown) Cleveland 9 
State of Hew York (Town nearest Walden) Albany 1 
Syracuse 4 
2. CLADI OFFikf!S - Nearest Group Claim Off lee IQM!. 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Va. 
Halifax. Horth Carolina Richmond. Va. 
Middletown. Oblo Cleveland, Ohio 
Wolden, New York Syracuse. N. 
3. How many group field men could you furnish for a period of 
one week ~r less to convert existing insurance records to 
7our company records (No solicitation) 
r. 
Richmond, Virginia (3 fil'll locations) Seaboard is at Albemarle 6 
Roanoke Rapids, N. c. (f firm location> 6 
llddletott11. Ohio (1 firm location) 9 
Walden. New York (1 firm location) 4 
4. Please attnch copy if e•rollment card to be used. 
We have attached a copy of the enrollment curd to be used. 
5. Would you handle elates oa decentralized or centralized basis 
according to final wtsbes of the assured. 
Yes. 
6. Would you bill on decentralized or centralized basis according 
to final wishes of the assured. 
Yes. 
(continued on following page) 
EXHIBIT lI (continued) 
RElJNT!f! txnmn: 
E!)UITABJ& 
PAID fRDtJ!! 
SIU.ED INCUtuUm nm..mON RU"UND f'.W N!? 
.mm pRFlf lml, ctAttl . CHARGg l'RQ!tul_ gm 
1st year $117 ,600.00 $92,000.48 $14,805.84 $ 9,913.66 $107.666.32 
2nd year 101,600.00 73.466.% 12,435.84 15,697.20 &5,?02.80 
3rd 7ear 101,600.00 75,153.52 11,023.60 15,422.68 e6,177.12 
4th year 101,600.00 75,153.52 9,591.04 16,855.44 84,744.56 
St.h year 101,600 .. 00 75.153.52 6,849.36 17,597.12 84,002.00 
5 year total 524.000.00 391,600.00 56,705.66 75,466.32 440, 513.68 
5 year averave 104.600.00 78,Ml.60 11,341.14 15,097.26 89,102.74 
10 year total 1,032,000.00 767,575.60 93,207.04 167,853.36 860,783.44 
10 year average 103,200.00 76,757.56 9,320.76 16,765.34 66,076.34 
awTER VII 
J!ECAfITtlLATION OP' CQST INFORltATIOJi 
This cbapter ls a statistical presentatloa sbowlng the 
following: 
EXHIBIT I-A. Ann11allzed employer - employee cost. 
and 
RXHIBIT I-B. Distribution by plant and coverage 
on both a unit rate basts and a 
composite rate basis. • 
EXHIBIT II. Comparative cost of the five year 
net cost avef'Bge of the consolidated 
plan and the cost ot the program tor 
the year prior to consolidation. 
• DlfCerences in total cost figures are a result of rounding 
off rate figures. 
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EXBIBIT I-A 
EIPLOYEft-BIPLOYEtt GOST DISTRlBU'l'tOM BY COMPANY ANNUALIZED 
va.mm OF TOlAL BIPLOYEES COIPAff 
JBSORANCE COST : PAY PAYS 
AUSE?IAR'= 
Life Insura11 $ 869,800 $11.690.16 $ 7,306.32 $ 4,383,84 
Accidental Death <-> 
Accident and Sickness 12. 790 7,980.96 3.115 .. 68 4,865.28. 
HospitaUzattoa 
--$19,61l.12 $10,422:100 $ 9,2'19.12 
HALIFAX 
t..ife Insurance 21732,000 $19,670.40 $17,047.68 $ 2,622.72 
Accidental Death <-> 
-- < 
Accident and Sickness 26,580 15,946.00 12,439.44 3,500.56 
Hospitalisatto11 
$35,618.40 $29,467.12 $ 6,131.28 
INTERSTATE 
Life Insurance 343,000 $ 5,186.16 $ 2,469.60 $ 2,716.56 
Accidental Death (-} 
Accident andS!ckness (N.Y. OOL) 
Hos pi talizatl c- 164 Emps. 2.115.60 2.115160 
$ 7,901. 76 $ 2,469.60 $ 5,432.16 
RANDO 
Life Insaran 86,500 $ 554.04 $' 554.04 
Accidental Deatb : 86.500 < 74.76 74.,76 
Accident and Sickness (1 ,. 2,190 1,787.04 
--
1, '787.04 
Hospitalization·' ~~ Flips. 50 Dee.4.647.88 2.940.72 1.907,16 
$ 7,263.72 $ 2.940.72 $ 4.323.00 
RA \'MOND BAG 
Life Insuranc 784.600 '$10. 545. 00 $ 3~000.00 $ 7,539.00 
Accidental Death . : 
--
,_ 
Accident and.Sickne1 8.645' ' : 6,016.92 3.319.68 2,697.24 
Bospltalizat 
$16.561.92 $ 6,325.68 $10,236.24 
RICIBOND CONTAU 
Life Insurance 179,000 • 1,439.'16 $ 1.439.16 
Accidental Oeatl 179,000 174.00 174.00 
Accident and Sickni 1.465 . l,177.92 1,lTI,92 
HospltaUzatlon 57 taps. 51 Dep. 8 1 192.68 a 1 192.as 
$10,903.96 $10.963.96 
SEABOARD $' .. Life Insurance 89,500 741.12 $ 479.16 $ 261.96 
Accidental ::Death 
------
-
Accident and Sickne 1,565 976.56 381.24 595;.32 
BospttaUzation i 1,717.68 $ 860.40 $ 857.28 
V.l.A. Lll'f: INSURAI 1~508.500 ~16-. 291. 8Q i16,29}.§0 
iu6.01Q.36 152.505.52 M!3.§24.6i 
,. 
CARRIER; EQUITABLE - VNIT RATE BASIS 
(continued on following page) 
EXBmIT I-A -ec:ont lnued) 
GROUP LIE§ INSURANCE COST fgRIBIT Rates shown are net and 
represents discount of DI 
THE f:OUITABLE LIFE ASSURMJCE SOCTE?Y over carriers gross rates 
NTJmER Ym..tllE RAT1t EIWLOYERS Ct'lli'ANY TOTAL TOl'AL TOTAL 
OP' EMPS. OF PER PAY PER PAY PER MONTHLY EMPLOYEE CCllPANY 
l.!Y. COVF.RIID JNSURANCE fl,000 ~l.000 11.0QO COST PAY PAY 
ALBPltABLE 623 $ 869,800 $1.120 .700 .420 $ 974.18 $ 608.86 $ 365.32. 
HALIFAX 811 2, 732,000 .600 .520 .oeo 1.639.20 1,420.64 218.56 
INTEnS?ATE 165 343,000 1.260 .600 .. 660 432.18 205.80 226.38 
RANDOLPH 66 85,500 .540 .540 46.17 46.17 
RAl'IOMU (non-contrib.) 346 450,600 1 .. 120 
--
1.120 504 .. 67 504.67 
RA!MOND (contrib,) 334,000 1.120 .750 .. 370 374.08 250.50 123.58 
RADIONO TOTAL 346 784,600 1.120 878.75 250.50 628.25 
RICtllOND CON'lAINER 51 179,000 .670 .670 119.93 119.93 
SEABOARD 57 89,500 .690 .446 .244 61~76 39.92 21.83 
VA. llAMOFAcronERs ASSN. 185 1,500,500 .900 .900 1.357.65 l,357,65 
TOTALS: 2,310 $6,591,900 $5,537,17 $3,011.45 
"':I 
m 
tQ 
~ 
EQUITABLE - UNIT RAT! BASIS ..... N 
N 
Ccontlaued on following page) 
BXHmIT 1-A (continued) 
' 
GROUP ACCIDF.NTAL DEATH - COST unmn 
lHE EOOlTABLE bt.fl ASStJRANgi SOCIETY 
NUIBmt YOLUfifE RATE EIPLOYEES 
OF ms. OF PER PAY P!R 
l1llll £0VEREP INSURANCE fl,000 $1,000 
ALBEMARLE NIL 
HALIFAX NIL 
INTERSl'ATE NIL 
BANO<LPH 67 $ 66,500 $ .072 
BADIOND NIL 
RIC .. ONO COOAINER 57 119.000 .001 
SEABOARD NIL 
VA. 11.ANUFACTURERS ASSN. NIL 
TOfALS: 124 $265.000 
EQUITABLE - UNIT RATE BASIS 
(continued on following page) 
C<ltPANY 
PAY PER 
11.000 
$ .072 
.091 
Rates 1bown are net and 
represents discount of !21 
over carriers gross rates 
TatAL TOTAL TO?AL 
lcm'HLY DPLOYEB CCllPANf 
COST PAY PAY 
$6.23 $6.23 
14.50 14.50 
$20.73 $20.73 
-N 
"' 
s.xumrr I-A (continued) 
GROUP .ACCIDENT & SICKNESS COST UJ!IBIT Rates shon are .!!!!. and 
represents dlscou.nt of 101 
THE EOUITAJ&E LUE ~SURANCE SOCIETY over carriers gross rates 
PIUMBER vtLtJIE RATE EIPLOYBES C(EtANY TOrAL TO?AL TOTAL 
OF DIPS. OF PER PAY PU PAY llONTIJLY Ell.PLO YEE Ct»IPANY 
FIRM COW!ED INSCJRANCR !UL $10 PP $1Q COST PAY PAY 
.ALBEllARLE 368 $12,790 ~t.52 $.203 $.317 $655.08 $ 259.64 $405.44 
HALIFAX 703 26.580. .50 .390 .no 1,329.00 1,036.62 292.38 
INTERSl'ATB NIL 
RANDOLPH 66 2,190 .68 .680 148.92 648.92 
flAtlOND 251 8.645 .58 .320 .260 501.41 276.64 224.77 
RICHMOND CONTAINER 41 1,465 .67 .670 98.16 96.16 
•SE.ABOARD 50 1~565 .52 .203 .. 317 81.38 31.77 49.61 
Tm'Al.S: 1,499 $53,235 $2,823.95 $1.604.67 $1,219.28 
EQt1IT.ABJ..E - UNIT RATE BASIS 
(continued on following page) 
FtRll 
Al.BfifWlLI 
HALIFAX 
trmRSTATE 
8AND<l.PR 
RAYJION.D 
Active 
Retired 
NtllBER 
or ms. 
COVERED 
EXHmIT I-A (conttnued1) 
GRO!JP ffPSPITALI1.ATIO!f C<m SHI@IT 
THE BQUlTABLE LJf'E ASSURAHCI S!!;IftY 
Rates shown are aet and 
represents discotUtt ot .!QJ 
over carriers gross rates 
. CtJIPANY Ta?AL TOTAL Ntll&BER OV 
DEP.UNITS 
CO!ERED 
DIP PAY PER MOHrll.Y EIPLOYEI 
TO?AL 
C<JIPANY 
PAY PAY EIP. COST PAY 
BLU! CROSS - BLUR SHIELD OP' VIRGINIA 
HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CARE - ROA.NOICE RAPIDS llOOPITAL CO. HALIFAX CLINIC 
PHYSICIANS: SUPPUllEJllTIU> BY BUJB CRG.5S ... BLUE SHIELD (CHAPEL BilL) 
182 $1.231 
--
$1.231 $224.04 
.2 1.231 1.231 2 .. 26 $226.30 
($11) Office 12 . 11 2.530 $5.590 $8.120 $5.590 2.530 91.65 $ 61.49 30.36 
($8) Plant 54 39 2.381 4 .. 707 7.088 4. 7'11 2 .. 381 312.14 183.57 128.57 
SLOE Cft~S - BUlE SHIELD OF 0010 
JtICHICftD CONl'AINER 57 51 4.310 8.570 12.880 - flap .. 4.310 682.74 682. 74 F£D. 12.880 
SEABOARD lLtJE CROSS - BLUR SHIELD OF mGINIA 
TOTALS: 307 101 $1.313.03 $245.06 $1,067.91 
EQUr?ABLE - lJNlT RATE BASIS 
Ccontlnued on following page) 
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EXHIBIT I-A (continued) 
STJMMARY OF UNIT RATE COSTS 
TOTAL EMPLOYF.&«> C(JWANY 
ANNUAL COOT PAY PAY 
ALBEMARLE $ 19.671.12 $ 10.422.00 $ 9.249 .. 12 
HALIFAX 35,618.40 29,487.12 6,131.28 
INrERS?ATE 7,901.76 2,469.60 5,432.16 
RANDOLPH 7.263. 72 2,940.72 4,323.00 
RAYMOND 16,561.92 6,325.68 10,236.24 
RICHMOND CONTAINER 10,963.96 10,983.96 
SEABOARD 1,717.68 860.40 857.28 
V.ll.A. LIFE INSURANCE 16.291.80 16,291.60 
GRAND TOTAL: $116,010.36 $ 52,505.52 $63,504.84 
CARRIER: EQlJITABLE 
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EXHIBIT 1-B 
EMPLOYER-WLOYEE COST DISTRIBQTION BY QJWANI ANNUALIZED 
ALBPAftLE 
Life Insurance 
Accidental Deatb (-) 
Accident and Sickness 
Hospitalization 
HALIFAX 
Life Insurance 
Accidental Death (-) 
Accident and Sickness 
HospitaU zat.l on 
INTER5rATE 
Life Insurance 
Accidental Death (-) 
TOTAL 
COST 
$ 669.800 $ 8. 767.56 
121.790 8.441.40 
EIPLOYlmS 
PAY 
CCllPANY 
PAlS 
$ 7.306.32 $ 1.461.24 
3,115.68 5,325.72 
--$17,206.96 $10,422.00 $ 6.786.96 
2.732.000 
26,580 
27,538.56 
17.542.60 
17.047 .. 68 
12.439.44 
10,490.88 
5,103.36, 
$45.081.36 $29,487.12 $15.594.24 
343,000 3,457.44 2,469.60 987.84 
Accident and Sickness (N.Y. IBL) 
Hospttali zatl on 
--184 Emps. 2,715.60 2,715.60 
RAffDOLPR 
Life Insurance 
Accidental Death 
Accident and Sickness (\'IA) 
Hospitalization 
RA'mOND BAQ 
Lile Insurance 
Accidental Death 
Accident and Sickness 
Hospltallzatlon 
RtCRIOND CONTA~ 
Lite Insurance 
Accidental Death 
Accident and·Sickaess 
Kospltaltzation 
SF.ABOARD 
Life Insurance -
Accidental Death 
Accident and Sickness 
Hospitalization 
V.l.A. LIFE INSURANCE 
$ 6,173.04 $ 2,469.60 $ 3,703,44 
66.500 661.60 
86,500 81 .. 00 
2,190 1,445.40 
66 &nps. 50 Dep. 4.847.68 
$ 7,235.88 
8.645 
179.000 
179.000 
1,465 
57 Sips. 51 Dep. 
89.500 . 
l,56S 
7.908.72 
5.705.76 
$13,614.48 
1.804.32 
167.52 
966.96 
8, 192.88 
$11.131.68 
902.16 
_1,032.94 
861.60 
81.00 
-- 1.445.40 
2,940. 72 1.907.16 
$ 2,940.72 $ 4,295.16 
S,006.00 
479.04 
--
4,902. 72 
2,386.08 
$ 7,288.80) 
1,804,32 
167,52 
966.96 
8,192.88 
$11,131.68 
' l,93S.12 $ e60.28 
423 .. 12 
651.72 
$ 1,074.64 
1,508,500 15,205,68 15.205.66 
$117,586.20 $52,505.40 $65.080.80 
CARRIER: EQUITABLE - COMPOSITE RATE BASIS 
(contfnue(I on following page) 
EXHmIT I-8 (continued) 
GROtlf LIFE lNSURA~& - 'OST P.XUIB!T Rates shown ere net and 
represents discount of .Q.l 
THE EOOITABLE LIFE JNSORANCE SOCIF.TY over carriers gross rates 
NtJIBER m..tllK RATE DfPLOYRES COMPANY TCJI'AL Tm'AL Tm'AL 
OF l!ltPS. OF PER PAY PER PAY PER ION'l'HLY EKPLOY!I CCllPANY 
FIRI COWRJS! INSQRAr«GR s1 1000 !J.OQQ 11.000 COS? PAY PAY 
ALBEMARLE 623 $ 869.800 $.640 $.700 $.140 $ 730.63 $ 608.86 $ 121.17 
HALIFAX 811 a. 732,ooo .640 .520 .320 2.294,88 1,420.64 974.24 
INTERSTATE 165 343,000 .840 .600 .240 288.12 205.80 82.32 
RANDOLPH 66 85,500 .840 .840 71.80 71.80 
RAYl<lfD (non-contrib.) 346 450,600 .840 .840 378.50 378.50 
RAYMOND (contrib.) 334,000 .840 .. 750 .090 280.56 250.50 30.06 
aA'DtOND TO?AL 346 784,600 .840 .840 659.06 250.50 408 .. 56 
ltcmitotm CONTAINER 57 " 179,000 .840 .840 150.36 
-
150 .. 36 
SEABOARD 57 89,500 .840 .446 .394 75 .. 18 39.92 35.26 
VA. llANUFAC?URERS ASSN. 165 1.500,500 .840 .640 l,267.14 1,267,14 
TOfALS: 2,310 $6,591.900 $6.196.23 $2.776.22 $3.420.01 
~ 
II» 
co 
GI 
.... 
EQUITABLE - Ct»OSITB RATE BASIS N Q 
(continued on following page) 
EXHIBIT I-B (continued) 
GROUP A!d(IDENI'AL ~EATH - COST EXHIBIT 
"ftlE EQ!JITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY 
NUMBER VCLtlltE RATE EMPLOYEES 
OF F.MPS. OF PER PAY FER 
FIRM 
-· 
COYgRED IIGURANCE $1.Q02 i1,ooo 
ALBEIA'IU.E NIL 
HALIFAX NIL 
INTEtlSTATE NIL 
RANDOLPH 67 $ 66,500 .078 
RAl'tl,OtfD NIL 
RICHIOND CONTAINER 51 179,000 .078 
SEABOARD ff IL 
VA. lfANtlFACflllERS ASSN. NTL 
TOTALS: 124 $265.000 
EQUITABLK - C<J&POSITE RATE BASIS 
(continued on following page} 
COMPANY 
PAY Pird 
11.oog 
.078 
.078 
Rates shown are net and 
represents discount ot !QI 
over carriers gross rates 
TOTAL TOTAL TOf AL 
MONTHLY EMPLOYEE COMPANY 
C~l PAX PAY 
$ 6.75 $ 6.75 
13.96 13.96 
$20.71 $20.71 
-N 
"° 
EXlfIBlT 1-8 (continued) 
GROUP ACCill!NT Artp SICKNE..c;5 COST gxmBIT 
THR IQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCJ SOCIRTY 
NtlfBER VOC.tltl RATE DPLOY!ES CmtPANY 
OF OF PER PAY PAY 
fl!!I ms. lftSURANCI 1UL . Pill $10 PER $10 
ALBEIWU.E 388 $12.790 $.550 $.203 $.317 
HALIFAX 703 28,580 .550 .390 .160 
IN'l'ERS?ATE ff.IL 
RANDa..PB 66 2,190 .550 .sso 
RA!IOHD 251 8.645 .sso .320 .230 
BICHICf40 COOAINER 41 1,465 .sso .550 
SEABOARD 50 1.565 .550 .203 .341 
TO?ALS: 1,499 $53,235 
IQUITMILE - COMPOSITE RATE BA.5IS 
(continued on following page) 
Rates shown are !!! and 
represents discount ot !QI 
over carriers gToss rates 
TOI'AL TOl'AL TOTAL 
aONTHLY DPLOYU COO ANY 
COST PAY PAY 
$ 703.45 $ 2.59.64 $ 443.81 
1,461.90 1,036.62 425.28 
120.45 120.45 
415.88 276.64 l<Je.84 
80.58 80.58 
86.00 31,7T 54.3J 
$2.923.94 $1.600,67 $1,323.27 
..... 
w 
0 
[IR8 
ALBEIARLE 
HALIFAX 
Il'ffERST ATE 
EXHIBIT I-8 (continued) 
CROUP HOSPITALI7,,ATIOH COST Jg!!IRIT 
nm EQUJTAm.E LIFJ ASSURANCJ SOCIETY 
Rates shown are net and 
represents discount of lQl 
over carriers gross rates 
NUIBEB 
OF91l'S. 
COYP§U 
NOEER fl 
OOP. UMITS 
.~YJ@Ef) 
RATE 
PER 
pgP,WfIT 
BLUE CR<SS - BLUE SlltELD 01 VIRGINIA 
C<JCPANY TOl'AL 
EIP PA!' PER IONTll..Y 
PAX EIP, , COST 
HOSPITAL AND IEDICAL CARR - ftOANOll RAPIDS HOSPITAL CO. HALIVAX a..INIC 
PHYSICIANS; SUPPLKKKMTED BY BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD (CHAl''!L HIU.) 
Active 182 
Retired 2 
$1.231 
1.231 
-- $1.231 $224.04 
1.231 2.26 
' 
Tat.AL 
EIPLOYEB 
PAY 
1lANlXl.PB ($11) Office 12 
($81 Plant 54 
11 
39 
2.530 $5.590 $8.120 $5.590 2,530 91.85 $ 61.49 
2.361 4.707 7.000 4.707 2.381 312.14 183.57 
$ 226.30 
30.36 
126.57 
RA\'ll<Jm BLUE CRCSS - BLUE SHIELD OF OHIO 
RICBIOND COOAINER 57 51 4.310 8.570 12.880 
SEABOARD BLUE CROSS - BLUE Snmt.D OP VIRGINIA 
TCtrALS: 307 101 
EQUITA8LE - COllPOSTI'E RATE BASIS 
(continued on following, page) 
F.mp. 4.310 2 ~D. 12,680 68 • 74 682.74 
$1,313.03 $245.06 $1,067.97 
.... 
w 
.... 
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EXHIBIT t-B (continued) 
SUMMARY OF CCllPOSITK ttATE COSTS 
TfJl'AL FJtPLOYEES COMPANY 
A.'!fil!AL COST PAY PAY 
ALBF.IARLE $ 17.200.96 $10,422.00 $ 6.766.96 
HALIFAX 45,081.36 29.487.12 15,594.24 
INTERSf ATE 6,173.04 2,469.60 3,703.44 
RANDOLPH 7,235.88 2,940. 72 4,295.16 
RAYIOND 13,614.48 6,325.68 7 .288.80 
RICHMOND CONTAINER U, 131.68 11,131.68 
SEABOARD 1,935.12 860.26 1.074.84 
V.1.A. LIFE INSURANCE 15,205.68 15,205.68 
GRAND Tat'AL: $117,586.20 $52,505.40 $65,080.60 
CARRIER: EQUITABLE 
EXHIBIT II COMPARATIVE ANNUAL COST OF THE FIVE YEAR NET COST AYERAGE OF THE 
CONSOLIDATED PLAN AND THE PR03RAM 'COST FOR THE YEAR PRIOR TO CONSOLIDATION* 
Total Cost 
Composite Unit 
Rate Rate 
Albemarle $13,069 $15,142 
Halifax 34,237 27,418 
Interstate 4,688 6,083 
Randolph 5,495 5,592 
Raymond 10,340 12, 748 
Richmond Cont. 8,453 8,455 
Seaboard 1,470 1,322 
VMA 11,548 12,540 
Present 
Plan 
$16,143 
30,348 
0,221 
6,438 
12,906 
14,027 
3,216 
14,736 
Employee 
Cost 
$10,333 
25,880 
2,491 
2,070 
6,173 
1,490 
860# 
Company Cost 
Composite Unit 
Rate Rate 
$ 2,736 $4,809 
1,538 
2,197 3,592 
·3,425 3,522 
4,167 6,575 
8,453 8,455 
610 462 
11,548 12,540 
TOTAL $89,300 $89,300 $106,035 $48,437 
47,807# I 
Premiums - 1959 
Minu~ Refunds 
Net Cost - ~959 
Net Consolidated Pian :cost 
Net Plan Savings 
$114,493.48 
8,406.24 
$106,0~17.24 
89,300.00 
$ 16,747.24 
$41,493 $41,493 
Net Company Cost - 1959 
Net Company Cost - Consolidated Plan 
Net Company Savings 
. 
Present 
Plan 
$5,810 
4,468 
5,730 
4,368 
6,733 
14,027 
1,726 
14,736 
$57,598 
$57,598 
41,493 
$16,105 
* Figures have been adjusted to allow for 5 year average costs and refunds for 1959. .,. 
u 
# This figure was used for consolidated information because of a 42% reduction in w~rk force in January, 19~. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
INSTALLATION ON NEW PLAN AND CONCLUSIONS 
After The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the 
United States was awarded the eoasolidated contract, the next 
atep was to outline definitive patterns tor the installation 
and administration of the plan. 
Representatives of the carrier, tbe broker and the 
parent compenf per1onnel department mei and formulated plans 
tor orderly transition. Arrangements were made for tbe 
personnel aanagera of each subsidiary to meet jointly with 
representatives of the carrier. This meeting was scheduled 
so that the respective company personnel people would be 
intormed ot tbe mecbanics ot the changeover and to become 
acquainted with representatives ot the carrier wbo would 
assist them in the conversion of records at their respective 
plant locations. 
The simultaneous conversion at each plant was 
execnied in an orderly manner. Both carrier and company 
.. 
Tepresentat1ves inwolved understood the whole picture as 
well as their specif le assignments, proving the significant 
value the coordination aeetlng played in this consolidation 
work. 
Some of ~he signfticant details to be resolved in 
the consolidated program were billing rates. method of 
l'age 135 
premium payments. claim service and charge-back procedures 
oa refunds developed from the retention formula. 
It was decided b7 management that in its particular 
situation. use of the composite rate billing would provide 
tor the aost profitable tax position. It would develop 
beeause tbe l•rgest cost burden under the composite rate 
billing woud occur at those locations where the tax 
pletvre was higbest. 
Management at its request ••• allowed to handle 
premium payments separately bf location. This was to be 
done for two aain reasons: first. since tbe company•s 
financial aet up ls decentralized, fewer journal eatrios 
would be required; and second, to further strengthen 
management's philosophy, this method would place ~be 
responsibilitf tor each loeatlon•s pari ot the plan under 
its direct jurisdiction. Under tbe composite method, each 
location would submit its individual •ontbl7 billings to 
ihe carrier'• home office~ A copy of ihe monthly data 
would be seat io tbe parent compan7 tor reeonc111at1on of 
the total plaa. The brokers would also receive a eopy to 
enable tke• to service tbe plan and straighten out ditft-
cul ties with the greatest expend1ency. 
&ven thougb the earrier had clai• offices in 
proximitr io tbe various locations~ it was decided to 
handle all claims oai of the clata office nearest the 
parent company's residence a11d tnat of Uie broker, It was 
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felt this would provide the moat efficient coordination 
ot the pla' and claim service time under thi• set up would 
not be increased. Tke olala department of the carrier was 
most cooperatlYe ia adapting procedures and forms mutually 
acceptable to all parties. 
One of the primary eonsiderations tor eons olidatlon 
of the entire program was ihe lower not coat ot group 
insurance under volume discounts and tbe retention formula. 
On the aet cost basis, there should be dividends to tbe 
company. It is important therefore, thal an equitable 
distribution ot these dividends be charged back to the 
var! las locati ona. It wa1 suggest.ed that. the foll owl ng 
method be utilized in charging back such refunds: 
1. Calculate th~ combined retention (premiums less 
the sum of incurred claims and dividends). 
2. Calculate each locatioa'a dividend (its 
premiWll lesa·the aum of its incurred claims 
and its retention baaed on the percentage 
obtaluable in Step ll. 
If ia any 1ear, one locatioa'a experience 
was anfavorable (1.e •• claims plus retention 
exGeeded preml•as) ao dividend would be pay-
able to tbe unit until lts cumulative premiums 
exceeded claims plus retention plus dividends 
Ill.prior years. 
CONCLUSION - The wort presented in this paper is the 
rea~lt of over six aontbs of comprehensive study of factors 
involved la tbe cost and administration of employee benefit 
plans of a aedlua size manufacturing compan7 ~1th multi-plant 
locations. These various individual plans were a result of 
their existance at the time of acquisition ot subsidiaries 
by tbe parent eospany. Alter a thorough analysis of the 
man1 considerations it is felt by all concerned that the 
solatioa to &be problem i• one which will at this time 
best serve the desired objectives of the coapany. 
As a result of this consolidation analysis the 
company will: 
1. Be ta a more favorable position to intelligently 
direct future actions toward a uniform benefit 
level program. 
2. Experience a simplified administrative and 
control position. 
3. Realize a very favorable cost position. 
4. Enjoy the continuing service provided by a 
qualitlled brokerage bouse~ 
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